An Open Letter from 2,700 United World College Community Members Regarding the Trump Administration’s Executive Order on Immigration

We are the students, faculty, staff and alumni of the United World Colleges movement. We are citizens of over 150 countries. We are people of different ethnicities, backgrounds, religions, sexual orientations, genders, political affiliations, and beliefs. We represent a movement that came of age as a direct response to forces of divisiveness, as a bridge in a time when others were building walls. For decades, UWC students have left their home countries to live, work, and study alongside others we may have little in common with, other than our shared belief in education as a force to “unite people, nations and cultures for peace and a sustainable future.” Many of us have lived, studied, and worked in the United States. Many of us are currently students at colleges and institutions in the United States. As UWC graduates, we have all contributed to the United States-- as students, as workers, as organizers, as researchers. We believe in education as a unifying force. We believe diversity makes our countries stronger. We reject bigotry, hatred, and intolerance in all its forms. And today, we would like to voice our strong opposition to the Executive Order, “Protecting the Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry Into the United States” signed by President Donald Trump, which temporarily bans all persons of Iranian, Iraqi, Syrian, Sudanese, Yemeni, Libyan and Somali origin from entering the United States, and suspends Syrian refugee admissions indefinitely.

The Executive Order is discriminatory and unconstitutional. It unfairly targets thousands of immigrants, legal permanent residents, asylum-seekers, students, business people, and tourists on the basis of national origin. It disproportionately impacts nationals of Muslim-majority countries. As it stands, it violates the First Amendment’s Establishment Clause, which prohibits the government from favoring any religion. President Trump’s anti-Muslim policy also violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, which guarantees that everyone is entitled to equal protection under the law. This sort of discrimination runs counter to America’s democratic principles, and is antithetical to the values we hold as UWC alumni.

The Executive Order will severely and immediately impact members of our community-- our fellow students, friends, and colleagues. Many of us arrived in the United States as international students. Many of us have stayed on, and contributed to the United States through our work. The EO will have a terrifyingly disruptive impact on the lives of other students, workers, and researchers who have the potential to contribute immensely to the United States. It will tear families apart by restricting entry for family members who live outside of the US and limiting travel for those who reside and work in the US. It is the reason a scientist from Iran will no longer be able to contribute to cardiovascular research in Boston, or why Sudanese students in some of the US’s most prestigious universities must choose between their education and seeing their families this summer. It is why people who are coming to the United States for the same reasons we did-- to work, to study, to live-- are being made to turn back. These restrictions do not make America great. They only divide us further.

As alumni, we are committed to bringing refugees to our schools, our countries, and into our movement. Our Student Scholarship Fund has enabled numerous students from Syria and Palestine to
pursue high school at UWCs worldwide. Our students, faculty, and staff have actively worked to ensure that no lack of documentation or financial constraint will prevent the best and brightest from joining us as classmates. They are important, valued members of our communities and the UWC family. And as such, we will continue to stand up for our classmates and the communities they represent. We will actively encourage our elected leaders, both in the United States and abroad, to reject policies that, in the name of national security, openly discriminate against people on the basis of their religion or national origin. We will speak out publicly against hate and intolerance because our education has truly shown us that together, we are stronger.

**We stand with refugees. We stand with immigrants.** We stand with anyone who has ever left their home country in pursuit of opportunities in the United States, as many of us have done. We will refuse to give in to fear and division. And in this spirit, we strongly denounce this ban and urge President Trump to rescind this Executive Order.

Signed,

1. Meghan Koushik, Mahindra United World College of India ‘09, India/USA; Current: JD Candidate, Stanford Law School
2. Farzanah Ausaluth, United World College of the Atlantic ‘10, UK; Brown University ‘14. Current: Engineer, Providence RI
3. Rina Cakrani, United World College of Adriatic ‘16, Italy. Current: Whitman College ‘20
4. Kenisha Mwangase, United World College of the Adriatic ‘16, Italy. Current: Bucknell University ‘20
5. Erika Phelps Nishiguchi, Li Po Chun United World College ‘06, USA. Current: Pediatrician, Seattle, WA.
6. Kelly Mullally, United World College of South East Asia ‘16, Hong Kong. Current: St. Lawrence University.
7. Mikko Nikinmaa, UWC Atlantic College ’73, Finland
9. Torhild Holen Fikseaunet, UWC Atlantic College ’00, Norway
10. Kristen Needham, UWC Atlantic College ’87, Canada
11. Marcus Saye, UWC of South East Asia ’18, USA/Russia
12. Annabelle Maroney, UWC-USA ’09, USA
13. Maxwell Saylor, UWC-USA ‘14, USA
14. Pranav, UWC Mahindra College ‘16, India/ Oman Current: University of Toronto ‘20
15. Vanessa Sin, Li Po Chun United World College ‘15, Hong Kong
16. Aneil Mallavarapu, UWC Atlantic College ‘88, Canada
17. Andrea Patino Contreras, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘07, Colombia
18. Nadine MacDonald, Pearson UWC ‘11, Canada
19. Sara Peres, UWC of the Adriatic ‘01, Portugal
20. Jaap Breugem, Lester B. Pearson UWC ‘90, Netherlands
21. Wink Chan, LPCUWC ‘14, Hong Kong
22. Raahat Currim, MUWCI ‘03, India
23. Abhimanyu Bhargava, UWC-SEA ‘12, India
25. Jason Leung, Li Po Chun United World College ‘18, Hong Kong
26. Gabriel Chan, Li Po Chun United World College ‘18, Hong Kong
28. Avril Othilde Siersema, United World College of Maastricht’16, The Netherlands.
29. Paulina Panek, United World College in Mostar ‘09, Grinnell College ‘13, Current: Chemistry Graduate Student at University of Hawai‘i ‘19
31. Yash Bhatnagar, United World College Costa Rica ‘09, Current: New Delhi, India.
32. Sonia Verjovsky, United World College-USA ‘90, Mexico. Current: Translator, editor.
33. Cosme Aranguren Gonzalez, United World College of South East Asia ‘16. Currently residing in Norman, Oklahoma.
34. Geetika Kaur Bhasin, United World College of South East Asia ‘14, Current: University of British Columbia Class of 2018.
35. Maria Eulàlia Domingo Cots, United World College - USA ‘16, Current: Northwestern University Class of 2020.
37. Noorullah Zafari, United World College Maastricht ‘12, Afghanistan
38. Catherine Brew Quinn, United World College, Li Po Chun Hong Kong ‘17, Ireland.
39. Shatha Sbeta, United World College, Pearson Canada ‘12, Libya
41. Ayesha Hasan, United World College of South East Asia ‘14, Current: University of British Columbia Class of 2018.
42. Felicia Vargas, United World College, Pearson Canada ‘13 Current: Lewis & Clark College class of 2017
43. Adrian Harwood, United World College Maastricht ‘14, Current: University of Rochester class of 2018
44. Shake Karapetyan, United World College Robert Bosch College ‘16, Current: NYU Abu Dhabi class of 2020
46. Zachary Intrater, United World College of South East Asia ‘17 Current: Trinity School in New York City
47. Isabelle Langerak, United World College in Mostar ‘10, Current: Communications Officer at Afghanaid.
48. Gio Bacareza, United World College-USA ‘89, Current: CEO, Morphlabs.com
49. Inara Tareque, United World College of Hong Kong ‘12, Current: Research Analyst, Kauffman Foundation, USA.
50. Nils Tangemann, United World College - USA ‘13, current: Economics and Spanish at St.Lawrence University ‘17, Germany
51. Zoltán Illés, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘16, current: University of Rochester Class of 2020
52. Haruna Katayama, UWC-USA ‘17, Japan
53. Aaratrika Bose, United World College of Hong Kong ‘12, Current: Working in Washington DC
54. Shail Mehta, UWC-USA ‘11, Current: Applied Physics Graduate Student at Rice University in Houston, TX
56. Asya Sagnak, United World College of South East Asia ‘15, Current: Barnard College Class of 2019
57. Alf Shen Lim, United World College of South East Asia ‘11, Norway, Current: The Global Education & Leadership Foundation
58. Sophie Barbier, United World College of South East Asia ‘12, Current: The Global Education and Leadership Foundation, New Delhi
59. Niccolò Bigagli, UWC-USA ‘13, Italy, Current: Bates College class of 2017
60. Vanesa ji Sung Lee, United World College Atlantic College ’01, South Korea/ Argentina. Current: Puig Panama, Latin America Key Account Manager. Panamá
64. Svetlana Koleva, United World College Maastricht ’16, Bulgaria, Current: Colorado College
65. Lucy Richards, UWC of the Adriatic ‘08, current: Oakland, CA
66. Claudia Bennett, United World College of South East Asia ‘12, New Zealand
68. Linda Nkosi, United World College of Southern Africa ‘09, Swaziland. Current: Health Financing Analyst, Clinton Health Access Initiative, Swaziland.
69. Drew Bierle, United World College Dilijan ‘16, USA. Current: Brown University, Class of 2020
71. Antonia Lieben-Seutter, United World College Changshu China ‘17, Austria.
72. Isabel Hope, United World College of South East Asia ‘16  Current: Singapore
73. Fatimetu Bachir Jatri Emhamed, UWC Red Cross Nordic. Western Sahara: Luther College, Class of May 2017
74. Joelle Rademakers, UWC Atlantic College ‘90, Belgium
75. Kazi Samirul Hoque, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Bangladesh
76. Nicole Hoogelander, UWC Atlantic College ‘12, The Netherlands
77. Lena Boesser-Koschmann, UWC-USA ‘98, USA
78. Uranbileg Luvsandorj, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, Mongolia
79. Sonia Wurzel, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘10, USA
80. Emil Goldsmith Olesen, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘14, Denmark
81. Robert Joyce, Li Po Chun UWC ‘09, United States
82. Matthew De La Cruz, UWC Adriatic ‘13, USA
83. Carl Alexander Burlin, UWC Mahindra College ‘13, Sweden
84. Clarissa Richardson, UWCSEA and UWC Atlantic College ‘89, Australia
85. Matilda Barone, UWC-USA ‘17, Italy
86. Patrick W.B. O’Donnell, UWC-USA ‘15, Canada/The Netherlands
87. Marguerite de Bie, UWC USA ‘18, The Netherlands
88. Johan Stranne, UWC Atlantic College ‘89, Sweden
89. Reinout Sanders, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, The Netherlands
90. Sara E. Payne, UWC Atlantic College ‘74, USA
91. Lucia Rubio Robustillo, United World College of the Adriatic ‘15, Spain
92. Andrea Bassetti, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, Italy
93. Maris Jones, United World College of the Adriatic ‘11, USA
94. Jennifer Perry, UWC Maastricht ‘15, USA
95. Marg Mayne, UWC Atlantic College ‘81, UK
96. Ammr Vandal, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘98, Pakistan
97. Camila Ruiz Segovia, UWC of the Adriatic ‘13, Mexico
98. Jonathan Hadad, UWC Atlantic College ‘11, Israel/Palestine
99. Julia Drahoss, UWC-USA ‘13, Austria
100. Marin Harris, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘08, USA
101. Lavina Wong, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Hong Kong
102. Julia David, UWC Atlantic College ‘12, UK
103. Andrea Vazquez Zuckermann, United World College of South East Asia, ‘13, Mexico
104. Chris Davies, Faculty, UWC Atlantic College, Wales
105. Melis Engin, UWC Robert Bosch College ‘16, Turkey
106. Maya Ward-Karet United World College, Pearson Canada, Class of 2002
107. Roshan Melwani, United World College Maastricht, Class of 2013
108. Tess Luttikhuis, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘17, the Netherlands.
109. Deb Mazlan, UWC Atlantic ‘76
110. Frits van Wezel, UWC Atlantic 1983
111. Maria Plessia, United World College of South East Asia ‘18, Singapore
112. Renata Flotow, UWCSEA, ‘13, Australia
114. Beatrice Mora, UWC Changshu China ‘17, Italy.
115. Anjali Arondekar, Armand Hammer UWC ‘87; Current: Professor, University of California, Santa Cruz
116. Eduarda Araujo, UWC of the Adriatic ‘11, Brazil
117. Hai Anh Pham, UWC Mahindra College ‘13, Vietnam
118. Sarah Winstanley, UWC of the Atlantic ‘98, Bermuda
119. Bo Dronkers, UWC Atlantic College ‘02, Netherlands
120. Meike Schnitzler, UWC Atlantic College ‘90, Germany
121. Sean Whewell, UWC-USA ‘16, Cayman Island
122. Ragnhild Freng Dale, UWC Atlantic College ‘08, Norway
123. Georgina Kuhlmann, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, USA
124. Arvis Sulovari, UWC Atlantic College ‘06, Albania
125. Hannah Saulters, UWC-USA ‘12, US
126. Gabriel Levie, UWC- USA ‘16, Belgium
127. Maiko Steiger, UWC-USA ‘18, Germany/Japan
128. Carl Grønning Aarestrup, United World College Dilijan ‘16: Current: Higher School of Economics, and Junior Business Analyst at the Confederation of Danish Industry in Russia
129. Joy Dekker, UWCSA Waterford Kamhlaba ‘14. The Netherlands, student University College Utrecht
130. Talia Caiu, United World College of South East Asia, ‘12, Singapore, Current: UX Research, Singapore
131. Anantya Chandra, United World College of South East Asia, ‘12, Singapore. Current: Bangalore, India
132. Maithili Raju, United world college of south east Asia, ‘12, Singapore.
133. Irham Hudaya Yunardi, United World College of South East Asia, ‘12. Current: Banda Aceh, Indonesia
134. Lucia Kmaid Calderini, Pearson College UWC ‘08, Uruguay
135. Ken Nugroho, United World College of South-East Asia ‘12, Current: Brandeis University ‘17
136. Sitashma Parajuli, United World College USA ‘16
137. Jay McKinnon, United World College USA ‘98
138. Anke Bysouth, United World College USA ‘97
139. Adam Tonks, UWC Adriatic ‘14, Current: Yale-NUS College ‘18
140. Rune Øster Mortensen, UWC Atlantic College ‘12, Current: Technical University of Denmark ‘17
141. Marlies Gabriele Prinzl, UWC-USA
142. Siraba Seck, UWC-USA ‘18, Senegal
143. Hieu Phan, Pearson College UWC ‘10, Vietnam; Current: Software Developer
144. Neha Khandwani, Mahindra United World College of India ‘05, India; Current: Business Development Manager
145. Gilles Luyendijk, UWC Maastricht ‘15, The Netherlands; Current: Student
146. Marilli Genova, UWC of the Adriatic ‘85, Italy
147. Trisha Iyengar, Mahindra United World College of India ‘14, India; Current: Student
148. Gülşah van den Heuvel-Cebe, Pearson College UWC ‘01, The Netherlands
149. Giiha Benhayoune, UWC Maastricht ‘16, Morocco/France; Current: Student
150. Zsolt Szekeres, UWC of the Adriatic, ’11, Hungary; Current: Lawyer
151. Luc Morinier, UWC Atlantic College ’09, USA/France; Current: Masters’ Student
152. Vyara Hristova, UWC of the Adriatic, ’15, Bulgaria; Current: Undergraduate Student
153. Lizdi Petrović, UWC in Mostar ‘16, Bosnia & Herzegovina; Current: Student
154. Marlen Schmidt, UWC Dilijan ’17, Switzerland
155. Rhodri Davies, Li Po Chun UWC ‘11, Wales; Current: Lawyer
156. Yvonne Menja, UWC Maastricht ‘17, Kenya/United States
157. Romi Raibi, UWC in Mostar ‘16, Israel
158. Teddy Pramudita, UWC Atlantic College ‘12, Indonesia
159. Lo Yue Ching, Li Po Chun UWC ’00, Hong Kong; Current: Writer
160. Phoebe Kulasegram, Mahindra United World College of India ’09, Malaysia; Current: St.
161. Johns Ambulance Emergency Call Handler
162. Rune Øster Mortensen, UWC Atlantic College ‘12, Denmark
163. Sirjan Kalakheti, UWC Thailand ‘18, Nepal
164. Achiad Kalman, UWC Maastricht ‘16, Israel
165. Tess Luttikhuis, UWC Red Cross Nordic’17, Netherlands
166. Morgane Gaubier, UWC of South-East Asia ’96, France
167. Chinmay Rayarikar, Mahindra United World College of India ‘13, India
168. Rina Kaneda, Li Po Chun UWC ’15, Japan
169. Sei-kashe M’pfunya, UWC Thailand ‘17, Zimbabwe
170. Nayeem Mahbub, Mahindra United World College of India ‘03, Bangladesh
171. Joanna Matthew, Li Po Chun UWC ’98, New Zealand
172. Jordan Crawford, UWC Robert Bosch College ‘17, Jamaica
173. Karla Huaman Ruiz, UWC of South-East Asia ‘13, Peru
174. Emma Wollum, United World College of the Atlantic ‘09, USA
175. Nhi Tran, UWC Thailand ’17, Vietnam
176. Lea Arzberger, UWC Mostar ’16, Austria
177. Raisa Muhtar, UWC-USA ’16, Malaysia
178. Marlies Gabriele Prinzl, UWC-USA ’98, Austria
179. Jane Batchelor, UWC-SEA ’96, New Zealand
180. Sylvi Wirtjes, Waterford KaMhlaba UWC of Southern Africa ‘05, Germany
181. Conor McAvity, UWC-USA ’15, United States
182. Kelly West, UWC Atlantic College ’78, USA
183. Aleksandra Hall, Li Po Chun UWC ’07, Poland
184. Maria Liddiard, Mahindra United World College of India ’15, United Kingdom
185. Cindy Gilicze, UWC of the Adriatic ‘14, Hungary
186. Muhammad Ayaz, UWC Thailand ‘18, Pakistan
187. Pia Blake, UWC Atlantic College ’15, Canada
188. Weiru Ye, UWC of Costa Rica ‘15, China
189. Maite Sandoval Inglada, Mahindra United World College of India ‘11, Spain
190. Ina Kodrasi, UWC of the Adriatic ‘05, Albania
191. Dominique Teoh, UWC of the Adriatic ‘14, Malaysia
192. Debra Bellon, United World College of the Atlantic ’95, United States
193. Adriana Nordin Manan, UWC-USA ’03, Malaysia
194. Agata Patyna, Pearson College ’03, Poland
195. Aila Hauru, UWC of the Adriatic ’12, Finland
196. Calum, United World College Maastricht ‘15, Belgium
197. George Fong, UWC-SEA ’78, United Kingdom
198. Kathryn Jones, UWC of the Atlantic ‘11, Wales
199. Mallika Leuzinger, UWC of the Atlantic ‘09, Switzerland/India
200. Katuta Sichilongo, UWC Thailand ‘18, Zambia
201. Meera Kaushik, United World College of South East Asia ‘12, New Zealand
202. Orsolya Jeney, Mahindra United World College of India ‘00, Hungary
203. Adrian Rainbow, UWC Atlantic College, Canada
204. Talula Carpenter, United World College of Costa Rica ‘13, United Kingdom
205. Emma With, UWC Atlantic College ‘06, Norway
206. Ericka Kaina Arizcurinaga Blanco, Waterford Kamhlaba UWC ’14, Bolivia/Guatemala
207. Larissa Rabelo Santana, UWC Thailand ‘18, Brazil
208. Felix van Oost, UWC-SEA ’12, Belgium
209. Jack Chan, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, Hong Kong
210. Azzah Al Zahra Farras, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Indonesia
211. Dara McClatchie, UWC of the Adriatic ‘85, Ireland
212. Clover Lee, Atlantic College, ‘90, Hong Kong
213. Anne van Drunen Littel, UWC-SEA ’06, The Netherlands
214. Isobel Clymer, Atlantic College ‘17, England
215. Mint Rangponsumrit, UWC-USA ‘12, Thailand
216. Roba Annna, UWC Thailand ‘18, South Sudan
217. Sharina, UWC-SEA ‘89, Malaysia
218. Aziza Aznizan, UWC Atlantic College ‘16, Malaysia
219. Nadine Odeh, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Palestine
220. Ariane Lonmon, UWC Costa Rica ‘16, Italy
221. Drishika, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Nepal
222. Kusum Basnet, UWC Thailand ‘17, Nepal
223. Ana, UWC Mostar ‘10, Croatia
224. Betsy Morgan, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘00, Great Britain
225. Jamie Vatcher, Mahindra United World College of India ‘15, The Netherlands
226. Adam Marjai, UWC-SEA ‘12, Hungary
227. Kristina Stankovic, UWC Adriatic ‘14, Serbia
228. Elma Orucevic, United World College in Mostar ‘09, Bosnia and Herzegovina
229. Youri Van Leynseele, UWC of the Atlantic ’89, Belgium
230. Kimia Godarzani-Bakhtiari, UWC Robert Bosch College ‘17, Germany
231. Jacque Walters, UWC Atlantic College ‘89, New Zealand
232. Monique Post, UWC Atlantic College ‘01, Wales, Autism Lecturer
233. Laura Brouwer, UWC Atlantic College ‘11, The Netherlands
234. Judit Koppany, UWC USA ‘02, Hungary
235. Kitty Worthing, Atlantic College ’09, United Kingdom
236. Tiia-Reeta Tihinen, UWC Adriatic ‘15, Finland
237. Majd Abo Shakra, UWC Mostar ‘18, Syria
238. Anna Lillkung, United World College Red Cross Nordic ‘10, Finland
239. Sofia Francione, UWC Maastricht ‘17, Italy/Belgium
240. Muath Abudalu, UWC-USA ‘02, Jordan
241. Mikki Korodimou, UWC Atlantic College ‘11, Greece/England
242. Eva Hannon, UWC Mahindra College ‘16, Belgium
243. Colette Murphy, UWC-USA ‘03, France
244. Lea Kliem, UWC-USA ‘10, Germany
245. Aryana Arianassi, UWC Maastricht ‘16, Iran
246. Joanna Jones, UWC-USA ‘10, United Kingdom
247. Nono Louise Harhoff, UWC-USA ‘02, Denmark
248. Kristoffer Nyborg, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Norway
249. Ukachi Okoronkwo, UWC-USA ‘02, United States
250. Hanayo Hasegawa, UWC-SEA ‘12, Japan
251. Wain, UWC USA ‘03, Hong Kong
252. Nora Hanson, UWC-USA ‘02, USA
253. Eva Aarts, UWC-Costa Rica ‘16 The Netherlands
254. Ingrid Kornstad, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘08, Norway
255. Amalia Naita Awala, UWCSEA ‘14, Namibia
256. Kenta Kawaguchi, UWCSEA ‘11, Japan
257. Elena Obreschkow, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘99, Switzerland
258. Daniela Senes, UWC Atlantic College ‘86, Argentina
259. Jason Clar, UWC-USA ‘88, United Kingdom
260. Hannah caruana, UWC Atlantic College ‘01, United Kingdom
261. Mirza Alas Portillo, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘04, Costa Rica
262. Mohammed, Atlantic College ‘18, Lebanon
263. Claire Lambeek, Atlantic College ‘87, The Netherlands
264. Nikita Cano, UWC Changshu China ‘17, USA/Mexico
265. Irene Li, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Hong Kong
266. Emma Smith, UWC-USA ‘12, United States
267. Ida Lærke Jonassen Hass, MUWCI ‘16, Denmark
268. Rosa Karina Risco Garcia, UWC Changshu China ‘17, Peru
269. Anna, UWCSEA ‘17, Italy
Franziska Scheppach, UWC USA ’15, Luxembourg/Germany
Marten Post, UWC Atlantic College, Head of Art Faculty 30yrs, The Netherlands/Wales
Shaivi Herur, UWCSEA ’17, Singapore
Sakshi Balani, MUWCI ’06, India
Noor Cornelissen, UWC-USA ’10, The Netherlands
Brenda Spencer, UWC Atlantic College ’93, Ireland
Hilary Wong, Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ’10, Hong Kong/United Kingdom
Snigdha Sinha, UWC-SEA ’17, India
Laura C Breen, UWC Atlantic College ’12, United States
Maryam Hussain, UWC-USA ’92, Pakistan
Pranav Bhardwaj, UWC-SEA ’16, India
Anastasios Proios Doukas, Robert Bosch College Short Course ’16, Greece
Anton Baleato Lizancos, Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ’12, Spain
Jinsu Elhance, UWC Atlantic College ’17, Kenya
Laura Seboth, MUWCI ’11, Austria
Victor Khulile Nxumalo, Waterford Kamhlaba UWC of Southern Africa ’93, South Africa
Elias Billum Have, UWC Red Cross Nordic ’14, Denmark
Shreya Chatterjee, UWC Atlantic College ’12, India
Hind Ait Mout, UWC Atlantic College ’17, Morocco
Enni Kallio, United World College of the Adriatic ’10, Finland
Sally Carter, UWC-SEA ’11, Australia
Geetika Kaur Bhasin, United World College of South East Asia ’14, India
Phui Yi Kong, Mahindra United World College of India ’11, Malaysia
Viola, UWC of the Adriatic ’11, Slovenia
Mariasofia Zanoni, UWC Atlantic College ’17, Italy
Mike Mansell, UWC Atlantic College ’00, United Kingdom
Ryohi Shibuya, UWC Atlantic College ’17, Japan
Chiara Prodani. UWC Atlantic College ’10, Albania
Abdallah Kokash, UWC Atlantic College ’18, Jordan
Natalia Bakhova, Li Po Chun United World College ’95, Moldova
Sian Haynes, UWC Atlantic College ’04, United Kingdom
Cecile Menard, UWC-USA ’91, France
Muskan Verma, UWC Atlantic College ’17, India
Jacquie Walters, UWC Atlantic College ’89, New Zealand
Saskia Gaiger, UWC Atlantic College ’17, Britain
Renata Snow, Li Po Chun United World College ’10, United Kingdom/Hong Kong
Laura Jenkins, Faculty, UWC Atlantic College, United Kingdom
Lennart Hoedemakers, Mahindra United World College of India ’11, The Netherlands
Asavari Sinha, UWC-SEA ’12, India
Hanna Song, United World College of the Atlantic ’11, United Kingdom
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>School and Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>Pooja Khetan</td>
<td>UWC-SEA ‘99</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312</td>
<td>Lita Akmane</td>
<td>UWC of the Adriatic ‘03</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>313</td>
<td>Dafna Raz</td>
<td>UWC-USA ‘02</td>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314</td>
<td>Linda Theophilus</td>
<td>UWC Atlantic College ‘73</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>Karan Goenka</td>
<td>Mahindra United World College of India ‘10</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316</td>
<td>Caroline Coantic</td>
<td>UWC Maastricht ‘16</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317</td>
<td>Ben Joakim</td>
<td>UWC Atlantic College ‘04</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318</td>
<td>Ali Wasiliew</td>
<td>Li Po Chun United World College ‘11</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>319</td>
<td>Jen Coombs</td>
<td>UWC Atlantic College ‘08</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>Elad Segalovitz</td>
<td>UWC Atlantic College ‘17</td>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321</td>
<td>Christina Nickolova</td>
<td>UWC-USA ‘02</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322</td>
<td>Renee Godfrey</td>
<td>UWC Atlantic College ‘99</td>
<td>Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323</td>
<td>Anoma Rekhi</td>
<td>UWC-SEA ‘17</td>
<td>Singapore/India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324</td>
<td>Lynda Chibanda</td>
<td>UWC-USA ‘88</td>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325</td>
<td>Lara Shirley</td>
<td>Li Po Chun United World College ‘10</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>326</td>
<td>Bettina Truebm</td>
<td>UWC Atlantic College ‘03</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>327</td>
<td>Rebecca Rechenberg</td>
<td>UWC Mostar ‘15</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328</td>
<td>Carl Grønning Aarestrup</td>
<td>UWC Dilijan ‘16</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>329</td>
<td>Adela Custo</td>
<td>UWC Mostar ‘08</td>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>Cindy Fung</td>
<td>UWC of the Adriatic ‘10</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331</td>
<td>Liv Breivik</td>
<td>UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘17</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332</td>
<td>Joosep Võrno</td>
<td>UWC Changshu China ‘17</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>333</td>
<td>Emma Hogan</td>
<td>Li Po Chun United World College ‘96</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>334</td>
<td>Sindre Langmoen</td>
<td>UWC Mostar ‘15</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335</td>
<td>Fiorella Lopez-Jimenez</td>
<td>Mahindra United World College of India ‘08</td>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>336</td>
<td>Vrushali Thombare</td>
<td>UWC Mostar ‘16</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337</td>
<td>Rebecca D’Andrea</td>
<td>UWC of the Adriatic ‘15</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>338</td>
<td>Idun Urdal</td>
<td>Mahindra United World College of India ‘09</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339</td>
<td>Ingrid Lie</td>
<td>Waterford KaMhlaba UWC of Southern Africa ‘12</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td>Shohini Stout</td>
<td>UWC Atlantic College ‘16</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>341</td>
<td>Gray Barrett</td>
<td>UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘12</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342</td>
<td>Kenta Mori</td>
<td>Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘11</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>343</td>
<td>Eda Adam</td>
<td>UWC Atlantic College ‘17</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>344</td>
<td>Ana Sofia Gonzalez Minero</td>
<td>UWC Changshu China ‘17</td>
<td>El Salvador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345</td>
<td>Yara</td>
<td>Li Po Chun United World College ‘12</td>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346</td>
<td>Sarah Hobbs</td>
<td>UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘04</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347</td>
<td>Marco Felici</td>
<td>UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘12</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>348</td>
<td>Mariane Béliveau</td>
<td>Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘09</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>349</td>
<td>Alessandra Aponte</td>
<td>Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘04</td>
<td>Honduras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>Krisztina Luca Hogye</td>
<td>UWC Maastricht ‘14</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351</td>
<td>Lisa Musumba</td>
<td>UWC Costa Rica ‘15</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>352</td>
<td>Szymon Galazka</td>
<td>UWC-USA ‘16</td>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
353. Christian A Henriquez Alas, UWC Costa Rica ’15, El Salvador
354. Brian Byusa, UWC Atlantic College ’00, Rwanda
355. Åse Irene Døsen, UWC Mostar ’17, Norway
356. Marcin Mateusz Jerzewski, UWC Red Cross Nordic ’14 Poland
357. Logan Richard, Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ’11, USA
358. Eashwar Ramesh, UWC-USA ’16, Botswana
359. Lily Man Lee Lung, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘98, Hong Kong
360. Fiachra MacFadden, UWC-USA ’13, Singapore
361. Ibtisam Ahmed, Mahindra UWC of India ‘10, Bangladesh
362. Tessa Möller, UWC-USA ’17, Luxembourg
363. Lucy Miles, UWC Atlantic College ’15, UK
364. Xiaowen Liu, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, China
365. Anya Quesnel, UWC-USA ’18, Trinidad and Tobago
366. Paula Boon, United World College of the Adriatic ’91, Canada
367. Jumana Hashim, UWC-SEA ’11, Bangladesh
368. Irith Fuks, UWC-USA ’17, Netherlands
369. Amartyo Sen, UWC-SEA ’14, USA
370. Elin Hallan Naderi, UWC of the Atlantic ‘93, Norway
371. Maria Eulàlia Domingo Cots, UWC-USA ’16, Spain
372. Christina Sabinsky, UWC of the Atlantic ’88, Denmark
373. Katarína Slama, UWC of the Atlantic ’06, Finland
374. Camile Minns, UWC-USA ’16, The Bahamas
375. Tania Lay Guterres, Li Po Chun UWC of Hong Kong ’15, East Timor
376. Katie Linder, Pearson UWC ’11, USA
377. Antonia Patino, UWC Atlantic College ’14, Ireland
378. Aaditya Sathish, Mahindra United World College of India ’15, India
379. Mariana Gutiérrez-Mariscal, UWC Atlantic College ‘97, Mexico
380. Rachel Ghui, UWC Atlantic College ’14, Malaysia
381. Farah Rangosch, UWC Atlantic College ’82
382. Kevin Yin, UWC-SEA ’15, China
383. Siddharth Mehra, UWC-SEA ’13, India
384. Rui Pei, Pearson UWC ’11, China
385. Nicole Lindman, UWC-SEA ’00, Finland
386. Casey Hicks, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ’10, Canada
387. Nazario Jap Dos Santos, Red Cross Nordic UWC ’15, Timor-Leste
388. Jessica K. Obidowski, UWC-USA ’10, Poland
389. Leticia Augusta Dos Santos Ferreira, UWC Maastricht ’15, Timor-Leste
390. Rafael Manyari, UWC-SEA ’11, Peru
391. Indra Manyari, UWC-SEA ’03, Germany/Indonesia
392. Lieve Vermeuleb, UWC-SEA ’97, Belgium
393. Hamza Boubacar, UWC-SEA ’17, Niger
394. Anna Burgess, UWC-SEA ’88, United Kingdom
395. Elinor Kaminer Goldfainer, Mahindra UWC of India ’10, Israel
396. Amanda Kerr, UWC-SEA ’03, Canada/Australia
397. Marged Parry, UWC Atlantic College ’02, United Kingdom
398. Nina Möger Bengtsson, United World College of South East Asia ’14, Denmark
399. Kevin Hess, United World College of South East Asia ’09, United States
400. Sai Junsay, UWC Atlantic College ’99, Japan
401. Ahmed Shaim Mahir, UWC Red Cross Nordic ’17, Maldives
402. Majel Krulik, UWC Robert Bosch Short Course ’16, Germany
403. Farah Karim, United World College of the Atlantic ’01, England/Pakistan
404. Vilde Elgaaen, UWC Costa Rica ’15, Norway
405. Antara Dasgupta, UWC-SEA ’15, India
406. Joe Rowson, UWC UWC Atlantic College ’98, United Kingdom
407. Kylie Hamawndy, UWC Maastricht ’17, Iraqi Kurdistan
408. Julia Muller, UWC of the Adriatic ’12, The Netherlands
409. Gillian Virata, UWC Atlantic College ’78, Phillippines
410. Vishaal Singh, UWC of the Adriatic ’18, South Africa
411. Achini Wijesinghe, United World College of South East Asia’08, Sri Lanka
412. Hamza Hashem, UWC Atlantic College ’17, United States
413. Leonie Mara Flottrong, UWC Robert Bosch ’16, Germany
414. Natalie Robinson, UWC-SEA ’97, United Kingdom
415. Lærke Bøggild Sørensen, Li Po Chun UWC of Hong Kong ’13, Denmark
416. Mez Dubois-van Slageren, UWC Atlantic College ’05, The Netherlands
417. Soukeyna Bocoum, Li Po Chun UWC of Hong Kong ’12, Senegal
418. Maria Jimena Jurado Giraldo, Mahindra United World College of India ’15, Colombia
419. Sohee Lee, Mahindra United World College of India ’14, South Korea
420. Emalie Lise Dam Christensen, UWC Red Cross Nordic ’15, Denmark
421. Lærke Bing, Waterford KaMhlaba UWC of Southern Africa ’13, Denmark
422. Lars Cronje Bjørndal, UWC of Costa Rica ’16, Norway
423. Jennifer Davies-Oliveira, Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ’07, United Kingdom
424. Sunčica Bruck, UWC Mostar ’14, Bosnia and Herzegovina
425. Laura Pozzetti, UWC of the Adriatic ’16, Italy
426. Valli Jones, UWC-SEA ’97, Australia
427. Helen Burns, UWC of the Adriatic ’86, Ireland
428. Nikhita, UWC Atlantic College ’18, United Kingdom
429. Eluned Llewellyn Morgan, UWC Atlantic College ’09, Wales
430. Kantha Naicker, Lester B Pearson UWC of the Pacific ’92, South Africa
431. Ilaria Rosa, UWC Red Cross Nordic ’18, Italy
432. Hans van Deursen, UWC Atlantic College ’12, The Netherlands
433. Nicola Symonds, UWC-SEA ’97, United Kingdom
434. Tom Freijsen, UWC Maastricht ’17, France/Netherlands
435. Akib Kamal, UWC Atlantic College ’12, Bangladesh
436. Hayley Wu, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘17, Hong Kong
437. Stijn Wilbers, UWC-Costa Rica ‘13, Netherlands
438. Mojekwu Peace Chiagoziem, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘18, Nigeria
439. Sha Hua, UWC Atlantic College ‘01, Germany
440. Helen K French, UWC Atlantic College ‘86, Norway
441. Amy Fisher, UWC-SEA ‘16, Australia
442. Jerone Dubois, UWC-SEA ‘97, France
443. Nicola Jackson, UWC-SEA ‘97, England/Australia
444. Susan Walker, UWC-SEA ‘95, United Kingdom
445. Abhishek Kumar UWC-SEA ‘97, India
446. Johanna Stoye, UWC Robert Bosch College ‘16, Germany
447. Milena Jakicevic, UWC of the Adriatic ‘13, Italy
448. Yung Tim Nga Vera, UWC Mostar ‘16, Hong Kong
449. Magna Jóhannsdóttir, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘17, Iceland
450. Ines Neves, Waterford Kamhlaba UWC of Southern Africa ‘11, Mozambique
451. Xanthe Verschuur, UWC Atlantic College ‘12, The Netherlands
452. Megha Amrith, UWC-SEA ‘02, Singapore
453. Mikkel Sidenius Gram, Mahindra UWC of India ‘14, Denmark
454. Tejas Sharma, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, India/England
455. Maisie Brett, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, United Kingdom
456. Maria Alcalá, Lester B Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘05, Venezuela
457. Hayley Morton, UWC-USA ‘02, Bermuda
458. Goya van den Berg, United World College of South East Asia’17, The Netherlands
459. Robin Jenkins, UWC Atlantic College ‘92, United Kingdom
460. Lisa van Dord, UWC-USA ‘13, The Netherlands
461. Paula Suero Guillermo, UWC-SEA ‘17, Spain
462. Ryon Frink, Mahindra United World College of India ‘05, United States
463. A.C. de Klerk, UWC-SEA ‘89, The Netherlands
464. Kasie Moore, UWC-SEA ‘97, Australia
465. Marit Behner, UWC Maastricht ‘12, Germany
466. Saleh Fahd, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, Palestine
467. Lucy Allinson, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, United Kingdom
468. Femke Heddeema, United World College of South East Asia ‘15, The Netherlands
469. Trushaa Castelino, Mahindra UWC of India ‘11, India
470. Adrian Sidhu, UWC Red Cross Nordic’17, United Kingdom
471. Merethe Blandhol, UWC Atlantic College ‘16, Norway
472. Julia Schetelig, UWC-SEA ‘18, Germany
473. Melisa Demirovic, UWC Mostar ‘16, Bosnia and Herzegovina
474. Sofie Mohn, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, Norway
475. Edward So Hoi San, Li Po Chun United World College ‘14, Hong Kong/China
476. Parsa Sanjana Amin, UWC-SEA ‘07
477. Michael Amery, Mahindra UWC of India ‘13, United Kingdom
478. Johann Maradiaga, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘10, Honduras
479. Bianca Letele, UWC-SEA ‘12, New Zealand
480. Isabel Muñoz, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘17, Costa Rica
481. Kristian Olsen, UWC Mostar ‘17, United States
482. Andrés Paz, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘17, Honduras
483. Elena M. Meier, UWC of the Adriatic’16, Switzerland
484. Sara Ambjørndalen, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘11, Norway
485. Schifteh Hashemi Gerdehi, Li Po Chun UWC ‘04, Austria
486. Amer Begović, UWC Mostar ‘17, Bosnia and Herzegovina
487. Robin Wettlauder, Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘94, Canada
488. Matilda Flemming, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘05, Finland
489. Katy Marks, UWC Atlantic College ‘97, United Kingdom
490. Evren Sungur, UWC-USA ‘98, Turkey
491. Angelos Angelidis, Li Po Chun United World College ‘15, Greece
492. Abhisvara Sinha, UWC-SEA ‘15, India
493. Magdalena Breyer, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘18, Austria
494. Renata B. Prandini, UWC-USA ‘89, Brazil
495. Kunali Chandaria, UWC-SEA ‘97, United Kingdom
496. Diarra Gueye, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘07, Senegal
497. Bartłomiej Jezierski, UWC Dilijan ‘16, Poland
498. Zifeng(Eva) Zeng, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, China
499. Hazel Gu, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘17, China
500. Arjan van Veen, UWC-SEA ‘88, The Netherlands
501. Belinda Schmolke, Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘87, Zimbabwe
502. Dorontinë Berishaj, United World College in Mostar ‘11, Montenegro
503. Mei Chan, UWC-SEA ‘97, Malaysia
504. Rafida Ahad, UWC-SEA ‘13, Bangladesh
505. Liv Forman, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘06, Denmark
506. Jiayi Gu, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, China
507. Mahmoud Mousa Hamad, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Jordan/Palestine
508. Lidia Paladini, UWC Maastricht ‘18, Germany
509. Phinneus (Joshua) Onens, UWC Atlantic College ‘08, United Kingdom
510. Sebastian von Thadden del Valle, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Luxembourg
511. Amit Haim, Mahindra UWC of India ‘10, Israel
512. Guy Herrmann, UWC Costa Rica ‘16, South Africa
513. Charlotte Kröger, UWC Mostar ‘12, Germany
514. Anna Brandberg, Waterford ‘06, Sweden
515. Ulrikke Engeltoft, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘16, Denmark
516. Johanna Lindh, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘13, Finland
517. Marianna Mirchuk, UWC Mostar ‘09, Ukraine
518. Johanna Doppelbauer, UWC Mostar ‘16, Austria
519. Julia Mussellwhite, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Barbados
520. Carolina Novoa, Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘06, Colombia
521. Fionnuala O'Sullivan, UWC Mostar ‘16, United Kingdom
522. Clara Coutinho, UWC Mostar ‘17, Brazil
523. Jia Ying Teoh, UWC Atlantic College ‘12, Malaysia
524. Susan Bryant, UWC Atlantic College ‘76, Australia/USA
525. Naima Sakande, UWC Costa Rica ‘10, United Kingdom
526. Alexandra Burt, UWC-SEA ‘97, United Kingdom
527. Carys Seren Mol, UWC Atlantic College ‘12, United Kingdom
528. Siuan Poirteir, UWC Costa Rica ‘11, Ireland
529. Maikabonui Zekhni, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘14, Tajikistan
530. Petr Knor, UWC Mostar ‘11, Czech Republic
531. Getzamany Correa, UWC Mostar ‘17, United States
532. Yuka Shichiza, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Japan
533. Ameerah, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Pakistan/USA
534. Lana Purcell, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘15, United Kingdom
535. Franjo Ivankovic, UWC Mostar ‘13, Bosnia-Herzegovina
536. Rafik Nizarali, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘16, Portugal
537. Mizuki Oka, UWC Adriatic ‘98, Japan
538. Liza Gashi, UWC Costa Rica ‘09, Kosovo
539. Francesca Spedalieri, UWC Atlantic College ‘04, Italy
540. Emma Selenius, UWC Atlantic College ‘03, Finland
541. Rainer Sousa, MUWCI ‘09, Brazil
542. Anna Helppi, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘17, Finland
543. Theresa Yung, Li Po Chun United World College ‘16, Hong Kong
544. Amy Pieroway, Lester B Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘03, Canada
545. Steven Griffiths, UWC Atlantic College ‘99, Germany
546. Jazmin Acuña, UWC-USA ‘07, Paraguay
547. Alba Prieve, Lester B Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘14, Italy
548. Maria Mayboeck, UWC Costa Rica ‘12, Austria
549. Anabel Yahuitl Garcia, UWC Adriatic ‘10, Mexico
550. Cori Campbell, Lester B Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘15, Canada
551. Tom Mulder, Lester B Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘14, The Netherlands
552. Rebecca Cleveland Stout, UWC Costa Rica ‘15, United States
553. Tirsa With, UWC Robert Bosch College ‘16, The Netherlands
554. S Dhanarajan, UWC-SEA ‘90, Malaysia
555. Franciska Gradziikiewicz, UWC-SEA ‘15, Hungary
556. Julia Izabella Laskowska, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘17, Poland
557. Yik Ching Olivia Lam, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘16, Hong Kong
558. Pilar, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘09, Spain
559. Jackie Ong, UWC-SEA ‘97, Singapore
560. Lydia Dunn Ribeiro, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Portugal
561. Julia Milden, Lester B Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘14, Canada
Niamh O'Reilly, United World College of South East Asia '15, Singapore
Maya Patel, United World College of South East Asia '15, United Kingdom
David Willey, UWC Atlantic College '77, United Kingdom
Avrah Abraham, UWC Atlantic College '13, Ireland
Paloma Quinn Mills, Li Po Chun United World College '13, United Kingdom
Kunlek Tenzing Tamang, Red Cross Nordic UWC '18, Nepal
Carlos Andrés Bustamante Concha Fernández, Red Cross Nordic UWC '16, Peru
Aja Krystall, UWC Atlantic College '14, The Netherlands
Paula Zinser, UWC-SEA '15, Germany
Sarah Collister, UWC Atlantic College '11, Isle of Man
Reiko Shirota, UWC Atlantic College '97, Japan
Nadia Hawila, UWC-SEA '15, Indonesia
Alberte Thude UWC Red Cross Nordic '17, Denmark
Charlotte, UWC-SEA '11, Belgium
Katya Alexeeva, Li Po Chun United World College '10, Russia
Aayush Nema, UWC Changshu China '17, India
Angus, UWC Mostar '17, Britain
Pablo Monterroso, UWC Atlantic College '18, United States/Guatemala
Tannistha Roychoudhury, UWC-SEA '15, India
Aditya Krishnan, United World College of South East Asia '15, India
Laura Vogtle, United World College of South East Asia '15, Canada
Muntasir Mannan Choudhury, UWC Atlantic College '97, Bangladesh
Patricia Aas, UWC-USA '97, Norway
Magda Michalska, UWC Adriatic '14, Poland
Martina Dimitrijević, UWC Mostar '17, Serbia
Fouad Meriem, UWC Red Cross Nordic '17, Morocco
Tim Davies, UWC Atlantic College '89, United Kingdom
Jenn Vogtle, UWC-SEA, '12 Canada
Heleen Ellemete, Li Po Chun United World College '97, The Netherlands
Peter Lewis, UWC Atlantic College '17, England
Charlotte Carella, UWC Maastricht '17, The Netherlands
Nelson Hensmans, UWC Maastricht '15, Belgium
Nigel Van Broekhoven, UWC-SEA '11, Belgium/America/Malaysia/Singapore
Annette Desouza, UWC-SEA '15, India
Marco Cecconi, UWC-SEA '90, Italy
Hrafnhildur Sverrisdottir, UWC Red Cross Nordic '18, Norway
Andrés Sánchez Umaña, UWC Robert Bosch '16, Colombia
Ashim Ahluwalia, UWC-SEA '91, India
Edel Urstad, UWC-SEA '91, Norway
Huu Tien Ly, UWCSEA '90, Vietnam
Phileas Dazeley Gaist, UWC Robert Bosch College '17, France/United Kingdom
Sara Taseer, UWC-SEA '89 Pakistan
Mariana Izturiz, Li Po Chun UWC of Hong Kong ‘98, Venezuela
Mostafizue Rahman, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘01, Bangladesh
Martine O’Callaghan, UWC Atlantic College ‘94, Wales
Silke Seco, UWC-SEA ‘88, Spain
L Mateo Dupleich Rozo, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘15, Bolivia
Nazem, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Syria
Lucy Davis UWC-SEA ‘88, UK/Singapore
Anna Belcher, UWC Atlantic College ‘06, United Kingdom
Anita Kapoor, UWC-SEA ‘89, India
Nadine Souto, UWC Mahindra College ‘08, Venezuela
Sasha Aman, UWC-SEA ‘15, Singapore
Luz Tafradjiyiski, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Spain
Kate Roberts-Baldwin, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Germany/Belgium/Great Britain
Sue Pritchard, UWC Atlantic College ‘81, United Kingdom
Andrea Román Alfaro, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘07, Peru
Melissa Kwee, UWC-SEA ‘90, Singapore
Emily Darlow, UWC-SEA ‘15, New Zealand/UK
Daniel Galeano, UWC-USA ‘03, Colombia
Nkejabega Noémie, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘02, Belgium
Yali Rothenberg, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Israel
Leman, UWC Mostar ‘16, Germany
Rhea Murdeshwar, UWC Atlantic College ‘19, India
Sam Sternin, UWC-SEA ‘97, France/USA
Rachel Deeley, UWC-SEA ‘15, United Kingdom
Amritha Anpan, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Malaysia/Sri Lanka/South Africa
Johan Eiby Seidenfaden, Lester B. Pearson College UWC of the Pacific ‘14, Denmark
Hsin Ioke, UWC-SEA ‘91, Malaysia
Lekhooele Mohapi, UWC Costa Rica, Lesotho
Mackenzie Murphy, UWC-SEA ‘15, Australia
Asbjorn Damhus, UWC Atlantic College ‘75, Denmark
Jade Botha, UWC Dilijan ‘17, South Africa
Georgia Albert, UWC Atlantic College ‘85, USA/Italy
Sarvelia N. Peralta-Duran, UWC-SEA ‘94, Mexico
Mona Mohammed, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘10, Yemen
Ayusha Ariana, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Bangladesh
Mohamad Irfan Bin Mohamad Azwardi, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Malaysia
Aïda El Kohen, Mahindra United World College of India ‘15, Morocco
Oda Molstad Johansen, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘11, Norway
A. Heikamp, UWC-SEA ‘90, The Netherlands
Haifa Staiti, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘02, Palestine
Zakita Bethel, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘11, The Bahamas
Marcus Lima, UWC-SEA ‘15, Norway
Anamay Agnihotri, Mahindra UWC of India ‘15, India
Troels Boldt Rømer, UWC-SEA ‘14, Denmark
Regina Larre Campuzano, UWC- Costa Rica ‘10, Mexico
Robert Landon Dorsey, UWC-USA ‘10, USA
Jelena Anna Juras, Lester B. Pearson College UWC of the Pacific ‘09, Croatia
Andrea Vazquez, UWC-SEA ‘13, Mexico
Marta Martinez Fernandez, UWC of the Adriatic ‘13, Spain
Jérémie Boivin-Côté, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, Canada
Anna Christina Thorsheim, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Norway
Shukri Ahmad Shahizam, UWC-SEA ‘15, Malaysia
Michele Bertelli, UWC of the Adriatic ‘13, Italy
Caitlin Cumberland, UWC of the Adriatic ‘14, Scotland
Jonathan Mason, UWC-USA ‘01, United States
Namuun Tsend-Ayush, UWC of the Adriatic ‘13, Mongolia
Sasha Fairhead, UWC-SEA ‘15, South Africa
Matteo Robert Morales, UWC of the Adriatic ‘14, Mexico
Anneloes de Ruiter, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘11, Netherlands
Katie Zorc, UWC-USA ‘08, USA
Catherine Nguyen, UWC Atlantic College’16, USA
Nora I. Kyrkjebø, UWC-SEA ‘14, Norway
Merisa Muhamemovic, UWC-USA ‘11, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Kenisha Ganesh, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Singapore
Juliette, UWC-SEA ‘15, Australia
Nora G. Bækkelund, UWC Atlantic College ‘11, Norway
Emma Suomalainen, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘06, Finland
Eva Guerrero, UWC-SEA ‘15, Iceland
Mhleli Nkambule, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Swaziland
Bayu Ahmad, UWC Robert Bosch ‘17, Indonesia
Marta Santivanz, UWC Mostar ‘15, Spain
Pavitra Cumaraswamy, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, USA
Laszlo Perge, Li Po Chun UWC of Hong Kong ‘12, Hungary
June Wardé, UWC Mostar ‘17, Lebanon
Sean Asahara Thio, UWC-SEA ‘16, Japan
Miriam Abel, UWC Robert Bosch ‘18, Germany
Joanna Lawrence, UWC Atlantic College ‘89, Cayman Islands
Tahl Mayer, UWC-USA ‘06, Israel
Matthew Zheng, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, USA
Fiona Klenke, UWC Maastricht ‘15, Germany
Dörte Neumeister, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘13, Ecuador
Irdhina Harith, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, Malaysia
Jemima Yong, UWC-SEA ‘08, Malaysia
Christina Isabel Tellez, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘11, Canada/Bolivia
688. Alba Mar Rodriguez Padila, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘13, Spain
689. Isha Shah, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, India
690. Laurence Lumley, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, UK
691. Sian Woodhead, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘01, UK
692. Tine Paulsen, UWC-USA ‘10 Denmark
693. Nour Ghantous, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Lebanon/Ireland
694. Ethan Zhao, UWC-USA ‘09, USA
695. Francesca Maviglia, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Italy
696. Josephine Foong, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, Malaysia
697. Zina Dolan, UWC-USA ‘18, USA
698. Aida Domínguez Ortiz, UWC-USA ‘07, Mexico
699. Leticia López Tiznado, UWC of the Adriatic ‘08, Mexico
700. Hisyam Takiudin, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Malaysia
701. Camilla Bier, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Denmark
702. Ela Hefler, Pearson UWC ‘13, Canada
703. Blanca Palmero, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Italy
704. Anne-S Fagereng, UWC-SEA ‘97, Norway
705. Peter Kuylenstierna, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘04, Sweden
706. Ashenafi A. Beyene, UWC Mahindra College ‘14, Ethiopia
707. Noel Leshja, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Albania
708. Amanda Monnye, UWC-USA ‘08, South Africa
709. Abdelkarim Mahmoud, UWC Costa Rica ‘16, Sudan
710. Ayesha Parveen, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, England
711. Samantha Chew, LPC UWC ‘10, Malaysia
712. Anna Wates, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘07, United Kingdom
713. Henry Wamwea, UWC Atlantic College ‘01, Kenya
714. Carla Fernanda Villegas Mina, UWC-SEA ‘12, Mexico
715. Uri Ramirez Pasos, UWC Atlantic College ‘08, Mexico
716. Leon Müller, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘18, Germany
717. Renato Pagliara, UWC of the Adriatic ‘07, Guatemala
718. Firas Fasheh, Li Po Chun UWC of Hong Kong ‘09, Jordan
719. Felicity Morgan, UWC Atlantic College ‘91, United Kingdom
720. Frode Hertzberg Heldaas, UWC Robert Bosch College ‘17, Norway
721. Pieter Hogewoning UWC Atlantic College ‘10, Netherlands
722. Youssef Kamel, UWC Atlantic College ‘16, Egypt
723. Merav Segal, UWC Atlantic College ‘89, Israel
724. Yvonne Boateng, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Ghana
725. Ishaan Srivastava, UWC-SEA ‘14, India
726. Christof Wittig, UWC Atlantic College ‘87, Germany
727. Eric Schulz, UWC-USA ‘16, USA
728. Nora Igesund Kykkebo, UWC-SEA ‘14, Norway
729. Sean Ho, UWC-SEA ‘15, Singapore
730. Nicolas Lopez, UWC USA ’16, USA
731. Mariana Hernandez, Mahindra UWC of India ‘09, Costa Rica
732. Bereket Zekarias, UWC-USA ‘11, Ethiopia
733. Emma Lloyd, UWC Costa Rica ‘14, USA
734. Muamer Brka, UWC Mostar ‘17, Bosnia and Herzegovina
735. Yulia Andreeva, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Russia
736. Harriet Kwok, UWC Atlantic College ‘16, Hong Kong
737. Julia Seppälä, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘18, Finland
738. Princess Daisy Akita, UWC-USA ‘10, Ghana
739. Maggie Bryce, UWC Costa Rica ‘13, Canada
740. Yousra Zerouali, UWC Robert Bosch College ‘16, Morocco
741. Mika Zacks, Red Cross Nordic United World College ‘10, Israel, Occupied Palestine
742. Fabiha Fairooz, UWC Costa Rica ‘15, Bangladesh
743. Michael Peter Emery, UWC Atlantic College ‘00, United Kingdom
744. Animan Amit, UWC-SEA ‘15, India
745. Aarti Mallik, Mahindra UWC of India ‘07, India
746. Zachary Hourihane, UWC-SEA ‘15 Ireland.
747. Alex Kidder, UWC Atlantic College ‘06, United States
748. Roberto Valdo Cortese, UWC of the Adriatic ‘13, Italy
749. Anushka Amer Maqbool, UWC-USA ‘18, Pakistan
750. Svitlana Orekhova, UWC-USA ’05, Ukraine
751. Maria Urbas, UWC of the Adriatic ‘13, Austria, Bennington College ‘17
752. Abhijat Shekhawat, Mahindra UWC of India ‘14, India
753. Andrea Natalia Camargo Lopez, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘10, Colombia
754. Geovania Guterres Ornai, UWC-SEA ‘15, Timor-Leste
755. Amanina Maria Nakamura, UWC-SEA ‘14, Singapore
756. Ritwika Bose, Mahindra UWC of India ‘15, India/Bahrain
757. Fann Xu, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘12, Sweden
758. Oz Drumlevich, UWC Dilijan ‘16, Israel
759. Ahmad Yassir, UWC Mostar ‘16, Lebanon
760. Kati Temonen, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘07, Finland
761. Brooke Moree, UWC-USA ‘15, USA
762. Jonathan Nordh, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘14, Sweden
763. Eva Ulven, UWC Atlantic College ‘76, Norway
764. Kaylea Kray-Domingo, UWC Atlantic College ‘12, Canada
765. Nandita Dinesh, UWC Mahindra College ‘02, India
766. Omolola Akingba, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘12, Nigeri
767. Alison Phinney, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘82, Canada
768. Vicky Edmondson, UWC-SEA ‘97, UK
769. Emma Tilquin, UWC-USA ‘02, Belgium
770. Angus Thomas Larsen, UWC-USA ‘16, Denmark
771. Ariel Silver, UWC-USA ‘18, USA
772. Liza Clairagneau, UWC Liza Clairagneau ‘17, Rwanda
773. Mariana Rosas, UWC of the Adriatic ‘05, Argentina
774. Rita Do Rego, UWC Atlantic College ‘89, Portugal
775. Lauren Ali, UWC Atlantic College ‘08, Trinidad and Tobago
776. Maria Bergqvist, UWC of the Adriatic ‘92, Sweden
777. Barbara Varma, UWC Atlantic College ‘16, The Netherlands
778. Skylyn Bellender, Mahindra United World College of India ‘08, United States of America
779. Omar Dis, UWC-SEA ‘10, Jordan
780. Linda Worden, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘15, Canada
781. Lillian Morejohn, UWC of the Adriatic ‘14, USA
782. Fabio Soares, UWC-SEA ‘15, Brazil
783. Aulia Masna, UWC-SEA ‘98, Indonesia
784. Preeta Samaran, UWC-USA ‘94, Malaysia
785. Angharad Davies, UWC Atlantic College ‘10, Wales
786. Porawan Piyakraivudh, UWC Atlantic College ‘98, Thailand
787. Eduarda Araujo
788. Jennifer Perez-Dombrovskis, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘95, Philippines
789. Rutendo Chabikwa, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘13, Zimbabwe
790. Jannette Ballard, UWC Atlantic College ‘90, United Kingdom
791. Joy Dekker, UWCSA ‘14, Netherlands
792. Pamela Sharma, UWC-SEA ‘14, USA
793. Christiaan Lette, UWC-SEA ‘98, Netherlands
794. Julie Bowser, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘12, Canada
795. Fahad Hendricks, UWC Atlantic College ‘99, South Africa
796. Aya Kuroda, UWC-SEA ‘03, Japan
797. Hazel Wan Hei Leung, UWC Atlantic College ‘16, Hong Kong
798. Alexia Santamaria, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, El Salvador
799. Rachel Yafet, UWC Atlantic College ‘16, Ireland/Ethiopia
800. Johanny Jordan, UWC Costa Rica ‘11, Panama
801. Meybis Pitty, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘15, Panama
802. Elena Kirillova, UWC Atlantic College ‘10, Russia
803. Niko F., UWC Robert Bosch College ‘17, Jordan
804. Nikita Stewart, UWC Atlantic College ‘11, United Kingdom
805. Julie Hooft Graafland, Mahindra UWC of India ‘12, The Netherlands
806. Rahul Desmet, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Belgium
807. Michele Pietrasik, UWC Atlantic College ‘83, United Kingdom
808. Caspar Wilhelm Mohn, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Norway
809. Camilla Zanza, Mahindra UWC of India ‘04, Hong Kong
810. Kaisa Standish, UWC of the Adriatic ‘08, Finland
811. Hadijjah Sebunya, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘12, Uganda
812. Frederik Mohn, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Norway
813. Malak Jabareen, UWC Mostar ‘17, Israel (Palestine)
814. Heidi A.Y., Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘13, Hong Kong
815. Andrea Petitcollin, UWC-SEA ‘10, France
816. Jake Tyne, UWC-USA ‘15, United Kingdom
817. Cristian Salcedo, UWC Atlantic College ‘98, Argentina
818. Jenny Berglund, UWC-SEA ‘07, Sweden
819. Mili Mitra, UWC-SEA ‘14, Singapore/India
820. Sophie Gregg, UWC-Costa Rica ‘10, Ireland
821. America Worden, UWC Atlantic College ‘99, USA
822. Paula Martinez Gutierrez, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘13, Mexico
823. Wouter Zwart, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘10, USA
824. Adrian McKerracher, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘00, Canada
825. Rita Nabais, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘10, Portugal
826. Kerim Aksoy, UWC ‘09, Turkey
827. Nathalie Desmet Villar, UWC-USA ‘16, Spain
828. Nina Davies, UWC Atlantic College ‘93, Norway
829. Katherine Brooks, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, UK/USA
830. Charles Stubbs, UWC Atlantic College ‘16, United Kingdom
831. Yuka Takemon, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘10, Japan
832. Jessica Ndranasy, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘15, Madagascar
833. Héctor Vicencio Constantino, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘88, Mexico
834. Elana Wong, UWC-SEA ‘14, Malaysia
835. Stephan Wilcke, UWC Atlantic College ‘90, Germany
836. Anna Ashford, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, UK
837. Fardina Fuad, UWC-USA ‘10, Malaysia
838. Julian Hauser, UWC of the Adriatic ‘07, Switzerland
839. Maren Irene Gåre Bakkevoll, Mahindra United World College of India ‘16, Norway
840. Ernesto David Medina Gomez, UWC Atlantic College ‘03, Mexico
841. Alejandra Acuña Balbuena, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘16, Paraguay
842. Astrid V. Brakstad, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘14, Norway
843. Mahir Chadha, UWC South East Asia ‘14, India
844. Martina Huzell, UWC-SEA ‘10, Sweden
845. Namgyal Gyaltshen, LPCUWC ‘14, Bhutan
846. Vilde Ulset, Mahindra United World College of India ‘05, Norway
847. Ismael Sanz-Pena, Mahindra United World College of India ‘04, Spain
848. Mohamed Abdi Mohamed, UWC-USA ‘17, Somalia
849. Eric Trotman, UWC-USA ‘17, Barbados
850. Silvia Colucci, UWC of the Adriatic ‘13, Italy
851. Rowan Lawton, UWC Atlantic College ‘99, UK
852. Drew Harper, UWC-USA ‘18, USA
853. Audrey Ryback, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, Austria
854. Shaheen Dubash, UWC South East Asia ‘15, India
855. Ananya Sood, UWC-SEA ‘16, India
856. Totty Aris, UWC Atlantic College ‘89, Great Britain
857. Tara Kane Prendergast, UWC-USA ‘08, USA
858. Niccolò Bigagli, UWC USA ‘13, Italy
859. Sarah Tan, UWC-SEA ‘98, England
860. Manfred Schepers, UWC Atlantic College ‘79, Netherlands
861. Anne van de Ven, UWC Costa Rica ‘13, Netherlands
862. Iris Skipworth, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, United Kingdom
863. Sophia Warren, UWC-SEA ‘12, United Kingdom
864. Zoë Wells, UWC Atlantic College ‘16, Switzerland
865. Inês David, UWC-USA ‘02, Portugal
866. Anna Burmeister, UWC Atlantic College ‘06, Germany
867. Gio Bacareza, UWC-USA ‘89, Philippines
868. Khalil Hammod, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Syria
869. Ines Eguino Clavel, UWC Atlantic College ‘98, Spain
870. Jasmine Mahé Darlington, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Mexico
871. Kan Gianattasio, Li Po Chun UWC of Hong Kong ‘07, Hong Kong
872. Miina Hiilloskivi, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, Finland
873. Serafina Ridgley, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, United States
874. Marit Leenstra UWC-SEA ‘07, The Netherlands
875. Frode Hertzberg Heldaas, UWC Robert Bosch College ‘17, Norway
876. Niyati Pingali, Mahindra UWC of India ‘10, India
877. Eliza Lanzillo, United World College of the Atlantic ‘12, United States
878. Ubaid Tariq, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Norway
879. Vani Sathisan, United World College of the Adriatic ‘03, Singapore
880. Pem Lama, UWC-USA ‘05, Bhutan
881. Iona Isak, UWC Atlantic College, Wales
882. Katy Barnes, UWC Atlantic College ‘02, United Kingdom
883. Andrea Román Alfaro, Red Cross Nordic United World College ‘07, Peru
884. Imogen Campbell, UWC-SEA ‘15, Australia
885. Sangay Lhazom Thinley, Lester B Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘11, Bhutan
886. George Fowler UWC-SEA ‘97, United States
887. Sharmeen Jilla, UWC-SEA ‘88, India
888. Ruben, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, Netherlands
889. Agathe de Brouwer, UWC Costa Rica ‘17, Belgium
890. Golam M Kashef, Mahindra UWC of India ‘10, Bangladesh
891. Marte Haaland, Red Cross Nordic United World College ‘05, Norway
892. Fathurur Fahmi Said, UWC of South East Asia ‘19, Indonesia
893. Emily Spittle, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Britain
894. Lisanne B, UWC Maastrict ‘13, The Netherlands
895. Lishu Gang, UWC Costa Rica ‘15, China
896. Maliha Hassan, UWC-SEA ‘91, Pakistan
897. Hennie Refstad Steinveg, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Norway
898. Andrea Vazquez, UWC-SEA ‘13, Mexico
899. Ashwati Venkatesh, United World College of South East Asia ‘16, Singapore
900. Bas Berends, UWC Atlantic College ‘89, The Netherland
901. Bjorg Klem, UWC-SEA ‘98, Norway
902. Mira Sterckx, UWC-SEA ‘14, Belgium
903. Eleana Ennes, UWC-SEA ‘15, Greece
904. Tengku Zainal Abidin, UWC-SEA ‘88, Malaysia
905. Emily Phlip-Tsuiuchi, Lester B Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘14, Canada
906. Sayo Koike, UWC-SEA ‘15, Japan
907. Isabelle Derobert, UWC Atlantic College ‘01, Switzerland
908. Natalia Gasiorek, UWC-SEA ‘15, Poland
909. Omer Shamir, Mahindra UWC of India ‘11, Israel/Palestine
910. Anne Hawkins, UWC Atlantic College ‘99, United States
911. Arjun Raina, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, India
912. Giacomo Bartoleschi, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Italy
913. Stefanie Merchant, UWC-SEA ‘12, United States
914. Rhiannon Stephens, UWC Atlantic College ‘95, United Kingdom
915. Andra Pascu, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘13, Romania
916. Constanza Vidal, UWC-SEA ‘11, Chile
917. Natsuha Omori, UWC-SEA ‘15, Japan
918. Sabrina Maurer, UWC of the Adriatic ‘86, USA
919. Nikeet Dharia, UWC of the Adriatic ‘15, India
920. Isabelle Petit, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, The Netherlands
921. Tara Leitzell Morton, Lester B Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘97, USA
922. Fatymatou Dia, UWC-USA ‘09, Senegal
923. Irene Pañeda Fernández, Lester B Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘10, Spain
924. Ananya Gupta, UWC-SEA ‘15, India
925. Anika Wist-Jones, UWC of the Adriatic ‘07, USA
926. Benjamin Crotty, UWC Atlantic College ‘98, United States of America
927. Naoimi Silhavy, UWC-SEA ‘15, Singapore
928. Tazreena Sajjad, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘97, Bangladesh
929. Frith Taylor, UWC Atlantic College ‘06, South Africa/UK
930. Ahana Das, UWC-SEA ‘12, India
931. Young Min Orr, UWC-SEA ‘15, South Korea
932. Tiffany Chan, UWC of the Adriatic ‘14, Hong Kong
933. Sakshi Raina, UWC-SEA ‘15, Singapore
934. Alexander Herbert Kohl, UWC-SEA ‘08, Germany
935. Enrique Eduardo Valencia Lopez, Mahindra UWC of India ‘06, Mexico
936. Ricardo Daza, Li Po Chun UWC of Hong Kong ‘98, Colombia
937. Job Seuren, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘02, Netherlands
938. Janet Webster, UWC-SEA ‘97, United Kingdom
939. Sixtine de Lageard, United World College of South East Asia ‘15, France
940. Abita Anpan, UWC Atlantic College ‘16, Sri Lanka
941. Nicole Severino, Lester B Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘99, Philippines
942. Alice Whitehead, UWC-SEA ‘98, UK
943. Ellie Pearce, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Canada
944. Sofie Holstein Aarup, UWC Costa Rica ‘18, Denmark
945. Martine De Luna, UWC-SEA ‘97, Philippines
946. Rocío Duarte, Li Po Chun UWC of Hong Kong ‘01, Paraguay
947. Surbhi Hablani, Mahindra UWC of India ‘10, India
948. Nia Williams, UWC Atlantic College ‘99, UK
949. Fiona Cumberland, UWC-USA ‘09, UK
950. Naomi Swinton, UWC-USA ‘89, United States
951. Tory Scott, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘11, USA
952. Jade Grantham, UWC-SEA ‘12, Britain
953. Ani Aghabekyan, UWC Mostar ‘16, Armenia
954. Dana Hamio, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Denmark
955. Sameera Anwar, Mahindra UWC of India ‘05, India/Bahrain
956. Jui Shrestha, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘02, Nepal
957. Samantha Kim, UWC-SEA ‘17, South Korea
958. Michael Aleman, UWC-USA ‘10, United States
959. Erik Stolpestad, UWC Costa Rica ‘18 Norway
960. Morgan Jones, Li Po Chun UWC ‘14, Ireland
961. Kavish Wadhwa, UWC-SEA ‘15, India
962. Polina Merkulova, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘07, Russia
963. Rina Kuusipalo, UWC Atlantic College ‘10, Finland
964. Louis Celt, UWC Mostar ‘16, United States
965. Selma Fosså Bunaes, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Norway
966. Tisella Umar, UWC South East Asia ‘16, Indonesia
967. Sofia Raposo, UWC Costa Rica ‘17, Portugal
968. Renee Reader, UWC Costa Rica ‘17, Barbados
969. Mia Eskelund Pedersen, UWC Mahindra College ‘07 / Denmark
970. Polly Akhurst, UWC Atlantic College ‘06 / United Kingdom
971. Kanasai Konfe, UWC Maastricht ‘16/ Burkina - Faso, Student at University of Florida
972. Kathryn Day, UWC Atlantic College ’73, USA
973. Nitya Chawla, UWC South East Asia ‘10, India/Singapore; Current: Management & Organizations PhD Student, University of Arizona
974. Pier Jacqueline Leshan, Teacher, UWC Costa Rica and US Citizen
975. Aidan McLaughlin, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Thailand/Canada
976. Elissavet Karamichail, UWC in Mostar 2014, Greece
977. Simone Bhagat, UWC South East Asia ‘16, India
978. Rachel Yafet, UWC Atlantic College ‘16, Ireland/Ethiopia
979. Kieran Anderson, UWC Costa Rica ‘18, United States
980. Binayak Pande, UWC Costa Rica ‘17, Nepal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>College/Year</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>981</td>
<td>Sara Vallis</td>
<td>UWC Costa Rica ‘17, Bermuda/Nepal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>982</td>
<td>Stephen Quesnel</td>
<td>UWC Costa Rica ‘17, Trinidad &amp; Tobago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>983</td>
<td>Muhammad Noman</td>
<td>UWC Costa ‘17, Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>984</td>
<td>Chiara Margherita Lampis Temmink</td>
<td>UWC in Mostar ‘17, The Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>985</td>
<td>Tiana Salomon</td>
<td>UWC Costa Rica ‘18, Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>986</td>
<td>Eugenia Fernanda León Canseco</td>
<td>UWC Costa Rica ’18, Mexico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>987</td>
<td>Fanny Desvachez</td>
<td>Mahindra UWC of India ´0, Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>988</td>
<td>Irene Lavagi</td>
<td>UWC Adriatic ‘01, Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>989</td>
<td>Bronwen Evans</td>
<td>Waterford Kamhlaba UWC of Southern Africa, ‘14/South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>990</td>
<td>Bulat Zagidullin</td>
<td>UWC Adriatic ‘07, Russia. Current: Biotech engineer, Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>991</td>
<td>Laura Botero</td>
<td>UWC Costa Rica 16’, Colombia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>992</td>
<td>Ben Bollero</td>
<td>UWCSEA ‘16, USA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>993</td>
<td>Rohma Zubair</td>
<td>Li Po Chun UWC of Hong Kong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>994</td>
<td>Malin Rivers</td>
<td>UWC USA, ‘98, Sweden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>995</td>
<td>Remmelt Ammerlaan</td>
<td>Mahindra UWC of India, ‘12, Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>996</td>
<td>Xuchang Tang</td>
<td>UWC Costa Rica ‘17, China, People’s Republic of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>997</td>
<td>Pooja Patel</td>
<td>UWC South East Asia ‘16, India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>998</td>
<td>Yoni Veldhuis</td>
<td>UWC Costa Rica ‘17, The Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>999</td>
<td>Marcos Andrés Coto Jaen</td>
<td>UWC Costa Rica ‘17, Costa Rica</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Tshering wangchuk</td>
<td>UWC Costa Rica ‘18, Bhutan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001</td>
<td>Her Teoh</td>
<td>UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Malaysia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1002</td>
<td>Nicola Dixon</td>
<td>UWC Atlantic ‘ 87, Isle of Man.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003</td>
<td>Andrés Lovón</td>
<td>UWC Costa rica ‘17, Peru</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1004</td>
<td>Jacqueline Soohen</td>
<td>UWC Adriatic, Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1005</td>
<td>Guanghan Pan</td>
<td>UWC Costa Rica ‘17, China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1006</td>
<td>Ekaterina Burtseva</td>
<td>UWC Dilijan ‘16,Russia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1007</td>
<td>Morgane Juliat</td>
<td>UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1008</td>
<td>Alexandra Staudinger</td>
<td>UWC SC Istanbul ‘13 and SC Mostar ‘13, Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1009</td>
<td>Leila Faulstich-Hon</td>
<td>MUWCI, ‘15 Costa Rica</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1010</td>
<td>Miranda Mora</td>
<td>MUWCI, ‘15 Venezuela</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1011</td>
<td>Emil Munksgaard Grosen</td>
<td>UWC USA ‘18, Denmark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1013</td>
<td>Carolina Kettes</td>
<td>UWC-USA ‘18, USA and Chile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1014</td>
<td>Wilmer Steven Montilla Morantes</td>
<td>UWC-USA ‘18, Venezuela</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1015</td>
<td>Raul Enrique Romero Martinez</td>
<td>UWC-USA ‘18, Venezuela</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1016</td>
<td>Marguerite de Bie</td>
<td>UWC-USA ‘18, The Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1017</td>
<td>Saharsha Karki</td>
<td>Li Po Chun United World College ‘14, Nepal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1018</td>
<td>Mariam Tvalishvili</td>
<td>UWC dilijan, ‘16, Armenia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1019</td>
<td>Bertil Ipsen</td>
<td>UWC Costa Rica ‘14, Denmark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1020</td>
<td>Maiłys Dagan</td>
<td>UWC Maastricht ‘15, France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1021</td>
<td>Jasmine McInerney</td>
<td>UWC Dilijan, ‘16, UK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1022</td>
<td>Marlon Jimenez Oviedo</td>
<td>UWC-SEA ‘12, Costa Rica</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Residence</td>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1023.</td>
<td>Mia Powell, UWC-USA ‘16, USA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024.</td>
<td>Nare Filiposyan, UWC of the Adriatic ‘13, Armenia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1025.</td>
<td>Ela Hefler, Pearson College ‘13, Canada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1026.</td>
<td>Aman Reddy Kakani, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1027.</td>
<td>Camila Puig, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Mexico</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1028.</td>
<td>Munyaradzi Munyati, LPC UWC of Hong Kong ‘15, Zimbabwe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1029.</td>
<td>Gia Paige Soles, LPC UWC of Hong Kong ‘15, The Bahamas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1030.</td>
<td>Eileen Jackson, UWC-USA ‘97, Venezuela</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1031.</td>
<td>Nora Venin, UWC-USA ‘17, Mauritius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1032.</td>
<td>Ilka Oevermann, UWC of the Adriatic ‘88, Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1033.</td>
<td>Nurul Adreena Burhanuddin, Mahindra United World College of India ‘15, Malaysia/United States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1034.</td>
<td>Akinola Akinbote, UWC RED Cross Nordic ‘15, Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1035.</td>
<td>Guido Arditi, MUWCI ‘05, Argentina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1036.</td>
<td>Hannah Sanchez, UWC-USA ‘16, Panama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1037.</td>
<td>Rebecca Hicks, UWC Costa Rica ‘11, USA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1038.</td>
<td>Carsten Morgenstern, UWC-SEA ‘90, Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1039.</td>
<td>Valeria Hamel, UWCSEA ‘08, Mexico</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1040.</td>
<td>Zawer Sulaiman, UWC Robert Bosch College ‘16, Syria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1041.</td>
<td>Carol Aldridge, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, USA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1042.</td>
<td>Ellie Tse, Li Po Chun UWC ‘14, Hong Kong</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1043.</td>
<td>Vedika Modi, UWCSEA ‘17 India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1044.</td>
<td>Farah liem, UWCSEA ‘95, USA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045.</td>
<td>Alexa Adam, UWC Atlantic College ‘90, US/UK/Belgium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1046.</td>
<td>Miriam Goebel, UWC Atlantic College ‘09, Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1047.</td>
<td>Malvika Govil, UWCSEA ‘14, India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1048.</td>
<td>Ana Puente Flores, Li Po Chun UWC ‘14, Mexico</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1049.</td>
<td>Lauren Ho, UWC-USA ‘18, Hong Kong</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050.</td>
<td>Ramiro Henriquez, Pearson College ‘12, Nicaragua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1051.</td>
<td>Simon Ruhland, Robert Bosch United World College ‘16, Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1052.</td>
<td>Alexandra Fetsisoca, UWC Mostar ‘09, Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1053.</td>
<td>Agnete Bjerre-Madsen, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, Denmark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1054.</td>
<td>Jaya Bhojwani, UWC Maastricht ‘13, Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1055.</td>
<td>Israa Khalifa, Robert Bosch United World College ‘14, Egypt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1056.</td>
<td>Konrad Lucke, Robert Bosch United World College ‘16, Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1057.</td>
<td>Sisi Liu, MUWCI ‘14, China</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1058.</td>
<td>Yashodani Pillay, UWC Atlantic College ‘09, South Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1059.</td>
<td>Malak AlSayyad, UWC Mostar ‘15, Egypt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1060.</td>
<td>Claire Brunten, UWC Atlantic College ‘89, UK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1061.</td>
<td>Louise Logan, UWCSEA ‘99, UK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1062.</td>
<td>Han Schiet, Pearson UWC ‘78, Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1063.</td>
<td>Derah Egbuna, UWC Costa Rica ‘10, Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1064.  Zayd Azman, UWC Atlantic College ‘16, Malaysia
1065.  Julia Fleming-Dresser, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, Canada
1066.  Johanna Laak, UWC-USA ’08, Estonia
1068.  Kirsty Kay, UWCSEA ‘97, Britain
1069.  Yukieh Maruyama, UWCSEA ‘08, Japan
1070.  Sibora Seranaj, UWC Mostar ‘16, Albania
1071.  Tom Meng, UWCSEA ‘89, Netherlands
1072.  Soile Niittymäki, UWC Atlantic College ‘75, Finland
1073.  Christine Hage-Lundqvist, UWC Atlantic College ‘82, Germany
1074.  Susan Vittery, UWC Atlantic College ‘99, UK
1075.  Heidi Taylor UWCSEA ‘89, Canada
1076.  Stefanie Wimmer, UWC Atlantic College ‘87, Germany
1077.  Kirsi Muncck, Pearson UWC ‘81, Finland
1078.  Ryan Poynter, UWC Atlantic College ‘96, USA
1079.  Jacob Tobias Lindberg, United World College of the Adriatic ‘13, Denmark
1080.  Nithya Swaminathan, UWCSEA ‘12, India
1081.  Wanda Thormeyer, United World College of the Adriatic ‘13, Germany
1082.  Martin Meyerhoff, MUWCI ‘01, Germany
1083.  The Rev. Christopher L. Smith, UWC Atlantic College ‘88, USA
1084.  Anna Knapman-Scott, UWC Atlantic College ‘99, Bermuda
1085.  Annette Hurrelmann, UWC Atlantic College ‘95, Germany
1086.  Camilla Renlund, UWC Atlantic College ‘82, Finland
1087.  Hannah Gintberg-Dees, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘14, Denmark
1088.  Eugene Lin, Li Po Chun United World College ‘16, Hong Kong
1089.  David Bartnes, UWCSEA ‘94, USA
1090.  Karthik Suresh, UWCSEA ‘14, Singapore
1091.  Ainil Norazman, UWC-USA ‘17, Malaysia
1092.  Ioana Oprescu, MUWCI ‘16, Romania
1093.  Anel Lucía Bueno Trujillo, UWC-USA ‘12, Peru
1094.  Gloria B. Castro, Pearson College UWC of the Pacific ‘14, Peru
1095.  Sunehra Malhotra, UWCSEA ‘16, India
1096.  Muhammad Zaris Bin Zakariah, UWC-USA ‘18, Malaysia
1097.  Tiger Hills, UWC-SEA ‘16, UK
1098.  Minh Anh Nguyen, Mahindra United World College of India ‘16, Vietnam
1099.  Amanda Caudill, UWCSEA ‘95, USA
1100.  Mikelle Wile, Pearson UWC ‘14, Canada
1101.  Ryo Tamaki, UWCSEA ‘20, Japan
1102.  Vincent Fan, LPCUWC ‘15, Hong Kong
1103.  Sophia Uy, UWCSEA ‘15, Philippines
1104.  Julie Koch, UWC of the Adriatic ‘90, Denmark
1105.  Paul Amery, UWC Atlantic College ‘81, UK
1106. Josephine K Liang, Mahindra United World College of India ‘16, Hong Kong
1107. Gustav Honl-Stuenkel, UWC-USA ‘16, USA
1108. Gareth Noble, UWC Atlantic College ‘86, Wales
1109. Hannah Holgate, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, England
1110. Maitreyi Menon, UWC Mahindra College ‘16, India
1111. Bradley Chisholm, UWC-USA ‘97, Canada
1112. Henrieke Prins, Red Cross Nordic UWC ‘04, Netherlands
1113. Nimra Bandukwala, UWC of the Adriatic ‘14, Pakistan
1114. Miljan Zecevic, UWC-USA ‘06, Montenegro
1115. Smirthy Ganesan, UWC Mahindra College ‘15, India
1116. Edgar Peralta, Lester B Pearson College of the Pacific ‘15, Mexico
1117. Hedda Haugen Cange, UWC of the Atlantic ‘89 Norway
1118. Bilal Hannes Niklas Volkhardt, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘03, Germany
1119. Angela Golemac, UWC Mostar ‘13, Bosnia and Herzegovina
1120. Amanda Duarte Gomes, Li Po Chun UWC ‘13, Brazil
1121. James Meyo, Mahindra UWC of India ‘10, Kenya
1122. Stefan Kann, UWCSEA ‘94, Germany
1123. Nora Sitter, UWCSEA ‘90, Norway
1124. Er-El Tal, United World College of the Atlantic ‘90, Israel
1125. Christie Ma, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, Canada/Hong Kong
1126. Kenisha Mwangase, UWC Of the Adriatic ‘16, Zambia
1127. Elba Gutiérrez, UWC Costa Rica ‘09, Mexico
1128. Kayan Taraporevala, UWCSEA ‘16, India
1129. Giulia Pellegrini, United World College of the Adriatic ‘02, Italy
1130. Andrea Bennett, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, USA
1131. Rabiah Rowther, UWCSEA ‘14, India
1132. Jason Wong, Li Po Chun United World College ‘14, Hong Kong
1133. Daniel Sattelhak, UWCSEA ‘95, Germany
1134. Per Wretlind, Red Cross Nordic United World College ‘06, Sweden
1135. Benjamin Varah, UWC-USA ‘18, USA
1136. Shen Ming Lee, UWCSEA ‘16, Malaysia
1137. Annelise Sprenger, UWC-USA ‘94, Norway
1138. Maria Murias, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, Costa Rica
1139. Neil Barnes, UWC Atlantic College ‘01, UK
1140. Alisha Shaparia, UWCSEA ‘14, India
1141. Shreya Raghunandan, UWC Mahindra College ‘13, India
1142. Alexia Leckie, UWC Atlantic College ‘10, South Africa
1143. Priscilla Muiuane,Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘17, Mozambique
1144. Alison Kennell, UWC Atlantic College ‘99, UK
1145. XingJian Li, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, China/Canada
1146. Gregory Scolas, UWC-USA '92, Belgium
1147. James Riley, Atlantic College ‘96, UK
1148. Fleur Schrader, Li Po Chun UWC ’15, Hong Kong/The Netherlands
1149. Pien de Tuig, Atlantic College ’81, Netherlands
1150. Elias Tuomaala, UWC Mahindra College ‘14, Finland
1151. Marie Capdouze, UWCSEA ‘14, France
1152. Mariana Campos Pastrana, UWCSEA ‘14, Mexico
1153. Irina Jauhiainen, Waterford Kamhlaba United World College of Southern Africa ‘11, Finland
1154. Kikuko Emae, UWC Atlantic College ‘98, Japan
1155. Mougheis Umar, United World College Maastricht ‘16, Pakistan
1156. Atanas Pavlov, UWC-USA ‘17, Bulgaria
1157. Harriet Bush, UWC Atlantic College ‘06, UK
1158. Charlotte Widing, UWC Atlantic College ’89, Sweden
1159. Ying Ji Chen, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, China
1160. Sixtine de Lageard, UWCSEA ‘15, France
1161. Jonas Totland, UWC Atlantic College ’15, Norway
1162. Nurul Azma Ahmad Tarmizi, RNCUWC ‘13, Indonesia
1163. Junior Alexis Sanchez Prado, UWC Atlantic College ‘16, Peru
1164. Nick Leffler, UWC Atlantic College ‘01, Sweden/Switzerland
1165. Vero Testa, UWCUSA ‘06, Italy
1166. Mihir Bhattacharya, UWCSEA ‘14, Singapore
1167. Julia Knoeff, Mahindra UWC of India ‘09, Netherlands
1168. Sadia Rao, Mahindra UWC of India ‘13, India
1169. Harold Boël, Atlantic College ‘82, Belgium
1170. Piangfan Naksukpaiboon, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘09, Thailand
1171. Sachi Shah, Mahindra UWC of India ‘10, India
1172. Natascha Lien Milsom, UWCSEA ‘84, USA
1173. Laura Machado de Wright, UWC Atlantic College ‘94, Venezuela
1174. Yadanan Hnin, UWCSEA ‘14, Myanmar
1175. Suhaas Ahuja, United World College of the Atlantic ‘96, India
1176. Alison Armstrong, UWC Costa Rica ‘14, Canada
1177. Natalie Leung, LPCUWC ‘15, Hong Kong
1178. Yahia Albaghdadi, UWC Dilijan ‘18, Syria
1179. Goncalo Belo Loureiro, UWC Maastricht ‘16, Portugal
1180. Hasan Muhammad, UWC Robert Bosch ’16, Iraq
1181. Flavia Moi, UWC of the Adriatic ‘10, Italy
1182. Tahmeed Hafeez, UWC of the Adriatic ‘16, Bangladesh
1183. Corinne Riley, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Italy/USA
1184. Bakr Altaie, UWC Robert Bosch ‘17, Iraq
1185. Nethra Venkatesh, Mahindra UWC ‘09, India
1186. Gereon Mewes, UWC Costa Rica ‘18, Germany
1187. Sharifah Nurul Aiman Binti Syed Omar, Mahindra UWC ‘16, Malaysia
1188. Miriam Vakhitova, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, Russia
1189. Malika Niazi, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘15, Pakistan
1190. Marta Mitrofanovaite, UWC Adriatic ‘15, Lithuania
1191. Rein Scheidegger, UWCSEA ‘93, Switzerland
1192. Takano Maruyama, United World College of South East Asia ‘13, Japan
1193. Julia Makayova, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘16, Belarus
1194. Helge Saetre, UWC Atlantic College ‘83, Norway
1195. Sara Johansson, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘03, Sweden
1196. Estefania Proano, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, Ecuador
1197. Alexander Wolfger, UWC Adriatic ‘14, Austria
1198. Isidora Cvetkovska, UWC Adriatic ‘16, Macedonia
1199. Ana Gvozdic, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘16, Bosnia and Herzegovina
1200. MUHAMMAD ZAKWAN BIN HAJI MOHTADZA, UWC ATLANTIC COLLEGE ‘17, Malaysia
1201. Boglárka Ivanegóvá, United World College of the Atlantic ‘09, Slovakia
1202. Deanna Tamborelli, UWC of the Adriatic ‘06, USA
1203. Lisa Gullbransson, RCNUWC ‘05 Sweden
1204. Xochilt Exue Hernandez Leiva, Pearson UWC ‘06, Nicaragua
1205. Veronica Elfving, UWC Atlantic College ‘92, Sweden
1206. Ayal Kantz, UWC-USA ‘00, Israel
1207. Fathimath Shafa, MUWCI ‘14, Maldives
1208. Anthony Quesada Sánchez, Lester B. Pearson UW ‘11, Costa Rica
1209. Gabriela Carrillo Chacón, United World College of the Adriatic ‘15, Costa Rica
1210. Felix Kröner, UWC Costa Rica ‘16, Germany
1211. Najiah Basheer Ahmad, UWCSEA ‘12, Singapore
1212. Afiq Ramizi, UWC-USA ‘17, Malaysia
1213. Silvana Toska, UWC Atlantic College ‘99, Albania
1214. Katharina Leucht, UWC Mahindra College ‘13, Norway
1215. David Thomas, United World College of the Atlantic ‘99, Canada
1216. Alimz Travaly, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Senega
1217. William Mlekush, UWC-USA ‘18
1218. Mura Dominko, Mahindra UWC of India ‘06, Croatia
1219. Mariana Andersson, UWC of the Adriatic ‘90, Sweden
1220. Ariana Zilliacus, UWCSEA ‘15, Finland/Japan
1221. Katie Lawson, UWCSEA ‘98, Australia
1222. Nityal Benawra, UWCSEA ‘95, India
1223. Amelia Gan Wen Jiun, MUWCI ‘14, Malaysia
1224. Andrew Dickey, UWC Atlantic College ‘89, USA
1225. Kevin Jackson, UWC-USA ‘06, Venezuela
1226. Ted Deiker, UWC Atlantic College ‘89, USA
1227. Karl Kane-Collery, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, Ireland
1228. Emma Calvo Malmberg, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Spain
1229. Alex Smith, Lester B Pearson College of the Pacific  ‘02, Wales
1230. Merisa Mujkanovic, UWC Mostar  ‘16, Bosnia and Herzegovina
1231. Anest Allaway, UWC Atlantic College  ‘96, Wales
1232. Weitao Zhu, UWC Atlantic College  ‘14, China
1233. Paulina Panek, United World College in Mostar  ‘09 Poland
1234. Marte Malones, Red Cross Nordic United World College  ‘04, Norway
1235. Aia Mana, Pearson College  ‘16, Palestine
1236. Adam Kollar, UWC Dilijan  ‘16, Slovakia
1237. Annika Klotz, UWC Atlantic College  ‘99, Germany
1238. Radhika Menon, MUWCI  ‘15, India
1239. Shao-Yu Wu, UWCSEA  ‘16, Taiwan
1240. Gunnar Solem, UWC Atlantic College  ‘83, Norway
1241. Jonathan Jenner, UWC-USA  ‘06, USA
1242. Jai Lohia, UWCSEA EAST  ‘16, Singapore
1243. Valdone Arffa, United World College of the Adriatic  ‘08, Lithuania
1244. Marleen van Oerle, UWC Maastricht  ‘16, Netherlands
1245. Stefano Santori, UWC Maastricht  ‘18, Netherlands
1246. Ilisha Ramachandran, UWC Atlantic College  ‘13, Singapore
1247. Steffen Raetzer, United World College of the Atlantic  ‘91, Germany
1248. Laurence Jutras, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific  ‘11, Canada
1249. Justine Chen, UWC Atlantic College  ‘15, Canada
1250. Hannah Watts, UWC Atlantic College  ‘14, England
1251. Akil Manswell, UWC Costa Rica  ‘17, Trinidad and Tobago
1252. Meri Karioja, UWC-USA  ‘18, Finland
1253. Francesca Fabricio, UWC-SEA  ‘97, Italy
1254. Alexandra Badeaux, UWC Costa Rica  ‘14, USA
1255. Anna Spencer, UWC Atlantic College  ‘03, UK
1256. Andrea Aasgaard, UWC of the Adriatic  ‘08, Norway
1257. Safa Salah, UWC-USA  ‘11, Yemen
1258. Ananya Iyer, UWC-SEA  ‘15, India
1259. Laszlo Bogdan, UWC of the Adriatic  ‘13, Hungary
1260. Tara McCarville, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific  ‘92, Canada
1261. Gustav Bjørhus Askhaven, UWC Atlantic College  ‘16, Norway
1262. Chandreyi Guharay, UWC Costa Rica  ‘12, Nicaragua
1263. Alex Bircak, UWC-USA  ‘16, Slovak Republic
1264. Mark Lewis, UWC Atlantic College  ‘89, UK and USA
1265. Augustine Nthenge, UWC Robert Bosch College  ‘16, Kenya
1266. Nhu Gia Phung, UWC Robert Bosch College  ‘17, Vietnam
1267. Evan Caughey, Mahindra UWC of India  ‘09, USA
1268. Rashmi Crockford, UWC Atlantic College  ‘15, UK/India
1269. Indiana Nunez Sharer, United World College of Costa Rica  ‘15, USA/Costa Rica
1270. Treya Nadh, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA  ‘13, UK
1271. Ariz Zaid, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Israel
1272. Puthyda Keath, UWC-SEA ‘15, Cambodia
1273. Fleur Espitalier Noel, UWC-USA ‘18, Mauritius
1274. Clara Marques, UWC Mahindra College ‘14, Brazil
1275. Sophia Ali, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘12, Ethiopia
1276. Rodrigo Calcagni, UWC of the Adriatic ‘08, Chile
1277. Dylan Felt, Pearson UWC ‘12, USA
1278. Shenghan Gao, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, China
1279. Kornel Krysa, UWC-SEA ‘08
1280. Shriya Varghese, United World College of South East Asia 2014, India/Singapore
1281. Haneen Eldiri, UWC Dilijan ‘16, Lebanon
1282. Jessica Collins, Lester B Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘15, UK
1283. Isaac Ross Twomey-Madsen, UWC Costa Rica 18’ Denmark/Ireland
1285. Hazel Ah Teck, United World College South East Asia (East) ‘16, UK
1286. Indira Patel, UWC Mahindra College ‘15, UK.
1287. Costanza Graziani, UWC Adriatic ‘09, Italy
1288. Chloe Wan, UWC Adriatic ‘16, Hong Kong
1289. Yash Kothari, UWC Mahindra College ‘13, Hong Kong/India
1290. Florence Weston, United World College of South East Asia (Dover), 2015, UK
1292. Antoinette Gomez, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, Ghana
1293. Tenzin Dolma Gyalpo, UWC-USA ‘16, Tibet/India
1294. Stine Samland, UWC Atlantic College ‘12, Norway
1295. Ciara Reybet-Degat, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, Ireland
1296. Eliza Tovizi, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, Hungary
1297. Sophie Nielsen, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘15, Denmark
1298. Zohar Perla, UWC-USA ‘07, USA and Israel
1299. Oscar Juez, Lester B. Pearson College ‘11, Colombia
1300. Anders Hayden, UWC Adriatic ‘87, Canada
1302. Tapiwa Chikungwa, MUWCI ‘15, Zimbabwe
1303. Natasha M, UWC Atlantic College ‘10, Canada
1304. Julia Lerch, UWC of the Atlantic ‘05, Germany
1305. Elvira Sihvola, UWC Costa Rica ‘09, Finland
1306. Ameed Abualteen, UWC Atlantic College ‘12, Palestine.
1307. Farah Adamali, UWC Atlantic College ‘10, Kenya
1309. Benedetta Morari, United World College USA ‘18, Italy.
1311. Kendall Wood, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, USA
1312. Andrej Blazhevski, UWC USA ‘14, Macedonia
1313. Colette Abah, UWC Atlantic College ‘11, Cameroon
1314. Ingrid Stolpestad, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘01, Norway
1315. Sara Barrales Reyes, UWC USA ‘10, Spain
1316. Aisling Hassell, UWC Atlantic College, ‘84, Ireland & USA
1317. Arianna Gaetani Morris, UWC Costa Rica ‘17, Wales & Italy
1318. Jennyfer Larios Martinez, Red Cross Nordic UWC, Nicaragua
1319. Michael Hajiroussos, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, Cyprus.
1320. Mamae Wikiriwhi, UWC Atlantic College ‘76, New Zealand
1321. Ole Kirkvaag, UWC Atlantic College ‘76, Norway
1322. Zulan Ruan, UWCSEA ‘15, Current: Northeastern University; China
1324. Gabrielle Welle-Strand, Ac 73-75, Norway
1325. Ajna Fanni Kertesz, UWCSEA ‘16, Hungary
1326. Michael Nishimura, UWC-USA ‘11, USA
1327. Johnnie Yeung, Li Po Chun United World College ‘13, Hong Kong
1328. Marcela Jordão Villaça, United World College Costa Rica ‘14, Brazil
1329. Corrado Minardi, UWC-USA ‘11, Venezuela
1330. Tuan Son Tran, UWCSEA ‘12, Czech Republic
1331. Anastasia Filimontseva, UWCSEA’15, Russia
1332. Katie Lee, UWCSEA ‘16, Cornell University ‘20, USA
1334. Joseph L. Lopez, Mahindra United World College of India ‘15, South Sudan
1335. Hrachya Sargsyan, UWC Dilijan 16’, Armenia
1336. Kaia Tetlie, UWC Atlantic College’05, Norway
1337. Alison Armstrong, UWC Costa Rica ‘14, Canada
1338. Ling Sang Angus Liu, United World College of the Adriatic ‘11, Hong Kong S.A.R.
1339. Disha Ramjuttun, Mahindra UWC India ‘15, Mauritian.
1340. Daisy Bol, UWC Maastricht, Netherlands, ‘14 United Kingdom
1341. Ishika Banerjee, UWC South East Asia’16, India/Singapore
1342. Dhruv Kanwal, UWC South East Asia ‘12, USA
1343. Tarana Gupta, UWC South East Asia’15, India/ USA
1344. Antonella Macrì, UWC Costa Rica ‘17, Argentina
1346. Natasha Merali, UWC Atlantic College ‘10, Canada
1347. Xavier Plamondon, UWC Atlantic College, ‘09, Canada
1348. Devika Panicker, United World College Costa Rica ‘18, India and Oman
1349. Jasmine Sharp, UWC Costa Rica ‘18, UK and Thailand
1350. Pauline Søndergaard Andersen, UWC Costa Rica ’18, Denmark
1351. Seline Vancolen, UWC South East Asia ‘15, Belgian/Canadian
1352. Rohan Iyer, UWCSEA (Dover) ‘16, Australia/India
1353. Josebell Rivadeneira, United World College’ 18, USA
Liz Drotos, UWC Costa Rica ’11–’14, UWC Dilijan ’14–’16, Current: UWC Maastricht, Physics Teacher and Residence Mentor, USA
Anne-Margreet Sas, Li Po Chun UWC of Hong Kong ‘10, the Netherlands
Shane Ah-Siong, Pearson College UWC ’15, Mauritius
Ria Nagpal, UWC South East Asia ’16, India and Singapore
Alfredo Antillón, Costa Rican, Teacher at UWC Costa Rica
Zanti Dick-Read, UWC Costa Rica ’18, British Virgin Islands
Mithat Sahin UWC Adriatic ’93
Mae Shyan Wong, UWC South East Asia ’16, Malaysia, Current: NUIG, Ireland
Divya Ramesh, UWC South East Asia ’16, Current: Northwestern University, USA
Husain Bengali, UWC South East Asia ’05, Current: Product Manager, Google, Seattle, WA
Ibrahim Ibrahim, UWC Costa Rica ’05, The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
Adrienne Gomes, UWC of the Adriatic ’15, Canada
Javier Sanchez Bautista, UWC Dilijan College ’16
Kaitlyn Daniel, UWC of the Adriatic ’16, Barbados
Ker Wei Fung, UWC South East Asia ’15, Malaysia, Current: The George Washington University ’19, Washington DC, USA
Marlon julian Galvis Aceros, UWC in Mostar ’18, Colombia
Hannah Lazare, UWC Pearson College ’14, Current: University of Toronto, Canada
Kritika Suresh, UWC South East Asia ’16, Current: University of Nottingham, United Kingdom
Alia Liu, UWC Costa Rica ’18, China
Christian Kordan, UWC Atlantic College ’15, Canada, Current: University of Saskatchewan, Canada
Lamija Kovačević, UWC Mostar ’18, Bosnia and Herzegovina
David Boot, UWC South East Asia ’16, Canada, Current: McGill University, Canada
Camila Eduarte Mierisch, United World College Costa Rica ’14
Lissadell Breinholt, UWC Costa Rica ’18, Great Britain
Lou Guigues, UWC Mostar BiH ‘18, France
Laurie Bamon, UWC Atlantic College ’02, UK
Nwakuso Edozien, UWC Atlantic College ’15, Current: Cornell University, Nigeria and Germany
Yahya Muhyiddin, finished first year at UWC Mostar, second year next year at UWCRCN, Syria and Palestine
Cecilia Wallace, UWC USA ’15, Current: Oberlin College
Yan Pui Lo, Li Po Chun UWC of Hong Kong ’10, Hong Kong
Joana Sousa Magalhães, UWC-USA ’11, Portugal
Nicole Kempis, UWC Li Po Chun, South Africa, Northwestern 2018
Nicoletta Marone Cinzano, UWC Atlantic College ’16, Current: Leiden University Netherlands, Italy and Chile
Angharad Macleod, UWC in Mostar ’17, United Kingdom and Belgium
Greta Rosenzweig, UWC Atlantic College ’77, Washington, D.C.
1389. Sara Buß, UWC RBC Germany ’17
1390. Tulikukka Huovinen, UWC in Mostar ’18
1391. Tenzin Yangzom, UWC Red Cross Nordic, Norway, ‘13–’15, from Tibet and Nepal, Current: Methodist University, NC
1392. Stella Christie, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘99, Current: Professor at Swarthmore College, USA
1393. Ivan Nordi
1394. Astrid Veronica Brakstad, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘14, Current: University of Notre Dame’19
1395. Callum Watson, UWC Atlantic College ’03, Current: NGO worker based in Geneva, working in Bosnia and Herzegovina
1396. Wei Kheng Teh, UWC South East Asia ‘14, Malaysia
1397. Linh Dao Smooke, UWC Mahindra College, India ’09, Vietnam
1398. Anish Kirtane, UWC Mahindra College, India ‘14: State University of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry, USA’18
1399. Tatiana Zacharovská, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘99, Slovakia
1400. Joyita Roy, UWCSEA East Campus ‘16, Current: Student at Georgia Institute of Technology, USA.
1401. Alyssa Coghlin, UWC Atlantic College ’13, Canada
1402. Athena Bo, UWC Costa Rica ’17
1403. Melissa Haga, UWC Red Cross Nordic ’11, Finland
1406. Yaoyao Zhu, UWC Costa Rica’ 18, China
1407. Lily Falk, Pearson ’14, New Brunswick, Canada.
1408. Marina Bruno, UWC Costa Rica ’18, Italy
1409. Peter Aranha, UWC Mahindra College ’10, India
1410. Lasse Midthus, UWC Maastricht ’17, Norway
1411. Madeleine Barboza, UWC Atlantic College ’88, Sweden
1412. Nazim Acar Faculty member at Pearson College UWC
1413. Barry Drake, faculty UWC Atlantic College; Li Po Chun UWC; UWC Changshu.
1414. Shu Haur Tang, UWC Atlantic College ’08, Malaysia
1415. Raghav Nitankumar Duggal, UWCSEA East Campus‘16, India
1416. Sanjana Nigam, UWC MahindrA ’14, Current: Student at University of Toronto
1417. Mahfoud Bouad , RCNUWC 14, Western Sahara
1418. Mary Slattery, Pearson College UWC ’06, USA
1419. Emily Amanda Hyldahl, UWC-USA ’18, Denmark and Sweden
1420. Aastha Srivastav UWCSEA ’15 Singapore, Current: University of British Columbia
1421. Dominik Skotarczak, UWC Robert Bosch College ’17, Poland
1422. Anes Macic, UWC Mostar ’16, current student at University of Rochester.
1423. Helena Cravinho, UWC Atlantic College ‘18, Wales, UK
1424. Bassie Bondeva Turay (Sierra Leone), UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘16; Current : University of Rochester ‘20.
1426. Ruth Makonnen, UWCIM ‘18, the Netherlands.
1427. Rafael Palomino, UWC Atlantic College ’06; Princeton University ‘10
1428. Tobias Maier, UWC in Mostar ’10, Germany
1429. Romy Lane, UWCSEA ’15 Singapore, King’s College London ’18.
1430. Chandra Swanson, UWC-USA ’11; Duke University ’15; Current: University of Kansas
1431. Ravi Mahapatra, UWC Robert Bosch College ’17, United Kingdom.
1432. Kaylie Cheng, LPCUWC 12’, Hong Kong
1433. Hasina Mulay Mehdi, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘15, Western Sahara
1434. Ahd Al Tamimi UWC Adriatic, 2013-2015, Yemen
1435. Sana Shajarisales, LPCUWC 2013-2015, Iran, current: IED Barcelona’17, NYU’21
1436. Sophia Kilian, UWC Robert Bosch College ’18, Germany
1437. Ella Nugent, UWC Costa Rica ’13, CR/UK, current: Royal Holloway, University of London
1438. Paroma Soni, UWC Mahindra College ‘13, India. Current: Trinity College CT, USA, ‘17
1439. Alice Rossi, UWC Pearson College ’14, Italy. Current: University of Aberdeen, Scotland, Undergraduate StDartmouth
1440. I. Sapon-White, UWC-USA ’10, dartmouth College
1441. Kaz Tomozawa, UWC Mahindra College ’16, USA.
1442. Brais Lamela Gomez, UWC Adriatic ‘13, Brown University ‘17
1443. Shir Nehoray, UWC Costa Rica 16’, Israel
1444. Brian Wright, Teacher and University Counselor, UWC Costa Rica, UWC Dilijan and UWC Maastricht, USA
1445. Isidora Cvetkovska, UWC Adriatic ‘16, Macedonia
1446. Mark Sylvester UWC Adriatic (faculty)
1447. John Baller, UWC Robert Bosch College ’18, Germany
1453. Maria Victoria Torrillas Pizzorno - UWC Adriatic, 2011-2013, Luther College ‘17 Uruguay
1454. Justinas Banys - UWC-SEA ’15, Lithuania
1455. Björn Bremer - UWC Atlantic College 2007 - 2009, Germany
1456. Margot van der Sande - UWC Costa Rica 2013 - 2015, Minerva Schools at KGI ’19, the Netherlands
1457. Brittany DuChaussee - UWC-USA 2006, Albuquerque, New Mexico
1458. Nana Yamagata - UWCSEA 2015, Japan
1459. Emma Mather-Pike - Mahindra United World College of India ‘15, South Africa. Current: University of Edinburgh ‘19
1460. Rhiannon Lewis - UWC Atlantic ‘11, United Kingdom; current Calgary, AB, Canada
1461. Faye Liu - UWC Atlantic College 14-16 United Kingdom; current address, Walla Walla, Washington USA
1462. Simón Álvarez Belón - UWC-USA 16-18; Spain
1463. Yogita Shamnugharaj - UWCSEA - East ‘16, India, Current: King’s College London ‘21
1464. Anya Gupta - UWCSEA East Campus Singapore ‘15. Current address, Providence, Rhode Island
1465. Eunhee Tark - Mahindra United World College of India ’14, South Korea. Current: Norman Oklahoma.
1466. Corliss Chan - UWCSEA ’16, Hong Kong, Currently: King’s College London ’19
1467. Andrés Montiel - UWC Mahindra College ’15, Venezuela. Current: University of Victoria, BC (Canada)
1468. Paul Cichocki - UWC-USA ’12, Austria, Current: Brown University ’17
1469. Anushana Shukla - UWCSEA ’15, India, Current: Imperial College London ’18
1470. Marieke Werner, UWC Atlantic College 2008-2010, Germany
1471. Đzenita Petrović, UWC in Mostar ’18, Bosnia and Herzegovina
1472. Anmol Singh - Mahindra UWC of India ’13, India, Current: Bucknell University ’18
1473. Yuri Hiram a - UWCSEA ’15, Japan, Current: University of Toronto ‘19
1474. Mohammad Hassan - UWC Dilijan ’16, Egypt
1475. Lukas Hager - UWC Atlantic College ‘13, Current: University of Chicago ’17
1476. Rob Meek, UWC Costa Rica (Faculty)
1477. Charu Gandhi UWCSEA 1997, United Kingdom and India
1478. Hana Duracic UW CIM 2015, University of Rochester 2019
1479. Terrie Yang (Thae El Hlaing) - UWCSEA ’16, China/Myanmar, Current: University of Exeter ’19
1480. Charlotte Evans UW CSEA 2015, Current: Dartmouth College 2019
1481. Emilio Rodriguez Caceres - UWC-USA ’13, Paraguay, Current: Colorado College ’17
1482. Jasmine Bernstein Yin- UWC Costa Rica ’14, China, Current: Columbia University ’19
1483. Henk Ombelet, UWC Atlantic College 80-82; United Kingdom
1484. Laurence Tremblay-UWC Pearson College ’13; Canada
1485. Luka Kosmina- UWC in Mostar ‘16, Serbia, Currently: Middlebury College ’20
1486. Mara Dolan, UWC Costa Rica, USA, Brown University ’20
1487. Ingeborg-Marie Flage, RCNUWC ‘11, Norway, Ringling College of Art + Design ’15
1489. Mawada Elmahgoub - Sudan/Ireland-UWC Mahindra College’ 16, University of Rochester ’20
1490. David Reynoso, Never in UWC, but in full support from USA ‘16, University of Rochester ’20
1491. Nikola Braor - UWC in Mostar ’18, Poland
1492. Victoria Robles, UWCCR ’18, Colombia
1493. Khan Henderson - UWC Costa Rica ‘18, Australia
1494. Anastasia Asmoro - UWC-USA ’11, Indonesia
1495. Micaella Chyven Gadin- UWC Costa Rica ‘18, Philippines

Lucy Telfar Barnard - Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘90, New Zealand.

Nikola Boskovic - UWC Mostar ‘16, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Northwestern University ‘20

Luna Ito-Fisher, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, USA/Japan

Aljulanda Al Abri - Pearson College UWC ‘16, Oman

Arnold Boros - UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘15, Hungary, Lake Forest College ‘19

Leonore Wünsche - UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘14, Norway

Karan Handa - UWC Mahindra ‘11, Nepal

Abubakarr Jaye - UWC Atlantic College Class of 2016-2018, From Gambia

Ella Theisinger - United World College of South East Asia ‘16 - Current: Canada

Roisin Bolt - UWCSEA East ‘15 - Current: Scotland


In-Young Park, UWC South East Asia 2003, the Netherlands. Current: Netherlands Ministry of Economic Affairs

Ashley Castelino, UWC Mahindra College ‘16, India/UK. Current: University of Durham, UK

Nina da Rocha, RCNUWC ‘12, Sweden. Current: University of St Andrews, Scotland

Shimpei Goto, UWC -USA ‘15, Japan. Current: Lewis and Clark College

Sophia Goard, UWC Costa Rica ‘17, Wales

Ximena Carranza Risco, United World College of the Adriatic 2013, Peru. Current: Brown University, Class of 2017

Talha Bin Fahim, United World College Costa Rica, 2017. Currently a UWC Student.

Evan Guy, United World College Costa Rica, 2014. Current: Quest University Canada, Class of 2018

Kira Burgard, UWC Atlantic College 2016, UK

Jovana Franeta, Mahindra United World College of India ‘16, Serbia

Vida Steiro, UWCSEA East ‘15, Norway, Brown University ‘20

Moritz Höppner, United World College Robert Bosch College, 2017, Germany

Sulaiman Jalloh, UWCSEA-east, class of ‘14 Current University of Toronto

Bridget Finn, UWC Atlantic College ‘16 - ‘18

Yiran Li, UWC Costa Rica ‘18, People’s republic of China

Juliana France, UWC Pearson,Canada,year 40,class ‘14 Current: University of Oklahoma

Pradip Basnet United World College- USA, ‘17, Nepal

Vinayika Poddar, UWCSEA ‘2015, Current: University of Exeter, United Kingdom

Leonardo Olivetti, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘14, Italy, Current: Uppsala University, Sweden

Siddharth Sudheer, Mahindra United World College ‘13, India. Current: Earlham College ‘17

Robin Maivusaroko, UWC Atlantic College 87-89, Fiji

Ellen Arneberg, Norway AC 87-89
Katarina Kosmina, UWC Mostar ‘10, Serbia
Filip Carnogursky, UWC Robert Bosch College, 15-17, Slovakia
James Charles Mak, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong, ‘08
Kenneth Rojas Araya, UWCCR, 15-17, Costa Rica
Zuzanna Olszewska, UWC of South East Asia ‘96; Current: University of Oxford faculty
Saba Javed, UWC Atlantic College ‘17, Canada
Nikola Đorđevski, UWC Robert Bosch College 2017, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Stephen Ashton, UWC Atlantic College 2007-09, United Kingdom. Current: PhD Candidate, University of Sussex 2015-19
Erika McDonnell, UWC Pearson College ´15, Canada
Carolina Widjaja UWC Singapore ´93
Konstantin Urban, Mahindra United World College India ´13. Current: Lake Forest College ´17
Johanna Annau, UWC USA ´18, Germany
Hamza Puri, UBC’19, Canada
Mustafa Puri, UBC’19, Canada
Tachapan Kogboonma, UWCSEA East ´14, Thailand
Stuart Leary, UWC Lester B. Pearson ´15, Canada
Salim Ramli, UWC Atlantic College 1975, Male
Fi Mustain, UWC Maastricht 2016, Colombia/USA
Rayan Sadeldin Bashir Mohamed, UWC Dilijan ´16, Sudan
Atefeh Alavi, UWC Dilijan ´16, Iran
Kristiane Dunbar, United World College of South East Asia, EAST. Singapore ´16. Current: University of Sydney, Australia
Natasha Khan, MUWCI ´15, Pakistan/Afghanistan, Current: College of the Atlantic
Harry Carter-Kay
Wen Yi Lim, UWCSEA ´15, Malaysia
Noé Guisset, UWCCR 17’, Belgium
Madeleine Mak, Mog
Mohammad Ghabin, UWC Robert Bosch College ´17, Palestine.
Gabriella Hernandez, UWC Costa Rica ´11, Cayman Islands
Orit Katarina Sirka, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ´09
Henny Synøve Skarpholt, UWC Atlantic College ´18, Norway
Stephen Nodder, Waterford Kamhlaba ´08, Current: Washington DC.
Sandeep Shenoy, United World College of South East Asia, ´98, Singapore. Current: JP Morgan, New York City, NY, USA.
Maya l’Anson, UWC Atlantic College, ´18, Kingdom
Emiko Suyehiro, UWC Atlantic College, ´75, JAPAN
Sara Fanni Belezny, Hungary, UWC Atlantic College, ´17
Emily Nelson, United Kingdom, UWC Atlantic College, ´17
Wamia Walid, United Kingdom, UWC Atlantic College, ´17
1569. Embla Gunnardottir, Sweden, UWC Atlantic College, ‘17
1570. Sophie Nicholls, UWC Adriatic, 1990. Current: North Yorkshire, United Kingdom
1571. Sreyashi Sharmin, UWC Mahindra ‘15, Bangladesh
1572. Yash Ramchandani, United Arab Emirates. UWC Red Cross Nordic, Class of 2018
1573. Sopa Tsewang, Tibet/India, UWC Atlantic College, 2012
1574. Davit Yepremyan, Armenia, UWC-USA ‘17
1575. Jodi Robertson, UWC-USA ‘15, USA-PA
1577. Rebecca Larney, UWC Costa Rica ‘17, Ireland
1578. Chantal Tønnessen Smeland, Norway, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘15, GCY ’16, College of the Atlantic ‘20 ME, USA
1579. Marco Barracchia UWC RCN ‘18, Italy
1580. Dolores Maria Albarral Bravo, UWCSEA’15 East Campus, Spain. Currently, studying at Whitman College.
1581. Adinda Soerono, Indonesia, UWC of South East Asia ‘17
1582. Wassim Askoul, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘14, St Olaf College ‘18, Palestinian Refugee in Lebanon
1583. Naomi Khafi, United World College of South East Asia (Singapore) ‘17, Persian Afghani Jew
1584. Ben Best, UWCSEA ‘18, United Kingdom
1585. Dagmara Franczak, UWC Costa Rica ’13, Poland
1586. Jessica Piekielek, UWC-USA ’93, current: Southern Oregon University, OR USA
1587. Karan Matta, UWCSEA-East ‘15, India, Current: University of Virginia ’19
1588. Sara Kennedy, UWCSEA- Dover ’05/’11 - UWC Atlantic College ‘15/’17, Ireland/ Singapore
1589. Neema Kafwimi, RCN UWC ‘13, Tanzania, Current: Bates College class of 2017
1590. Rana Muhammad Alananbeh UWC Costa Rica ‘15/’17, from the Middle east “Jordan”
1591. Mustafa Majeed, England, King’s College London ’21
1592. Amina Fatkhulloeva, RCN UWC 16/18, Tajikistan
1593. Thandwa Mdluli, UWC in Mostar ‘16, Current: Middlebury College ‘20
1594. Sameer Bedi, UWCSEA-East ‘16, Current: University of Melbourne ‘20
1595. Donia Khraishi, UWC Maastricht, 16’, Palestine
1596. Lejla Dervisevic, UWC Mostar, 12’, Bosnia and Herzegovina
1597. Sadbh O’Reilly, UWCSEA ‘13, University of Melbourne ‘17, Ireland/Singapore/Australia
1598. Alisa Breetz, RCNUWC ‘00, USA
1599. Ruby Kay Dalwood, UWC Costa Rica 18’
1600. Dominique Aluquin, UWC Costa Rica ‘18, Singapore/Philippines
1601. Raya Alher, LPCUWC Hong Kong ‘13, Current: Methodist University ’17, Iraq
1602. Chloe Gerungan, UWC of South East Asia ‘16, Current: University of California, Berkeley
1603. Aasim Sani, Mahindra United World College ‘16, Current: Drexel University, Philadelphia
1604. Anís Martínez Revueltas, UWC Costa Rica, ‘18, México
1605. Ben Fugill, IB Coordinator, UWC Costa Rica, UK
1607. Huma Jafree, UWC Thailand ‘18
1608. Swati Sugandh, UWC India ‘09, USA
1609. Mathilde Barland, UWC Maastricht ‘17, France
1610. Alix Trébaol, UWC Costa Rica ‘17, France
1611. Emilia Pool Illeysly, UWC Atlantic ‘03, Mexico
1612. Melina Davis, MUWCI, ’07, USA
1613. Chelina Kørvel Panhardt, UWC Adriatic ‘15, Denmark
1614. Malavika Arun, UWC Mahindra College ‘15, India
1615. Mako Mihira, UWC-USA ’15, Japan
1616. Or Pansky, UWC - Maastricht ‘15, Israel
1617. Arja Arnesen Løchen, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘14, Norway
1618. Rishabh Gunvante, UWC of South East Asia ‘15, India
1619. Varsha Ravi, UWC Costa Rica ‘17, Botswana
1620. Krishna Shahane, United World College South East Asia ‘15, India
1621. Ismar Sabanovic, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘15, Bosnia and Herzegovina
1622. Alfredo Torres T, Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘15, Costa Rica
1623. Karan Saraogi, United World College South East Asia (East) ‘16, USA
1624. Yifei Yao, United World College Costa Rica ‘16, China, Current: McGill University
1625. Keenan Chan, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘16, Hong Kong
1626. Aura Fernanda Silva Martínez, Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘14, Mexico. Current: College of the Atlantic ‘18
1627. Nora Clarke, UWC Costa Rica ‘13, Netherlands, Current: Imperial College London
1628. Saloni Mundhra, UWC of South East Asia ‘15, Current: University of Michigan, Ann Arbor ‘19
1629. Prithvi Katari, UWCSEA ‘12, Saint Louis University ‘16, Current: Seattle, USA
1630. Shreya Kakarla, United World College of South East Asia ‘15, Current: University of Chicago
1632. Michael Miniru Bengah, Red Cross Nordic, United World College
1633. Katherine Bancroft, United World College of South East Asia ‘15, Current: University of Toronto
1634. Shareffa Helena Hodge, United World College of South East Asia ‘13, Singapore
1635. Ottavia Zattra, LPCUWC ‘13, Italy. Current: College Student at UNC-Chapel Hill
1636. Farah AlHaddad, UWC-USA ‘13, Syria, Current: Macalester College ‘17
1637. Weronika Grabowska, UWC Mostar ‘13, Current: College of the Atlantic ‘17
1638. Margherita Tommasini, UWC Mostar ‘14, Italy Current: College of the Atlantic ‘18
1639. Gabriella A. Castillo UWC Costa Rica 17’ Cayman Islands
1640. Margaret-Anne Enders, UWC Atlantic College ‘88. Current: Canada
1641. Harriet Pollard, UWCEA Dover ‘15, Current: University of St Andrews
1642. Ieva Blazeviciute, UWC Adriatic ‘11, Lithuania
1643. Sam Mactaggart, UWC Dilijan’16, New Zealand
1644. Itzamna Vazquez UWC of the Pacific ‘87. Mexico
1645. Clara Mareschal, UWCAd ‘12, Belgium
Akanksha Saha, United World College South East Asia (UWCSEA) ‘16 India, Current: University of California San Diego ‘20.

Andre Szejner Sigal, WK-UWCSA ‘11, Guatemala, current: UC Berkeley

Ester Laiho, UWCRCN ‘16, Robert Gordon University ‘19, Finland

Martin Fowler, UWC Costa Rica ‘11, Norway / USA

Shin Young Kang, UWCSEA’ 16, South Korea, Current: University of Sydney’ 19

Anne Asklund, UWC RCN ‘16, Norway Current: Simon Fraser University ‘20, Canada

Reuben McCreanor, UWC Mahindra ‘09, Duke University, United States

Abhijit Singh, UWC South East Asia + UWC Mahindra College ‘12, Clark University’16

Arbonita Bushi, UWC Maastricht ‘16, Kosovo.

Bita Bell, LPC UWC ‘12, Earlham College, Ohio State University, Iran

Petra Laucikova, UWC Adriatic ‘14 , Slovakia

Mamelang Memela, UWCSA ‘15, South Africa, Lewis & Clark College ‘20

Arjit Gupta, UWC South East Asia Dover ‘16, Singapore + India, Current: Singapore Armed Forces ‘18


Irita Minielle Baranyanka, UWC South East Asia 2015. Current Vanderbilt University 2020

Kristina Parker, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific, ‘13, Canada


Nicole Bertrand UWC Costa Rica ‘18

David Minford, UWCSEA Dover, current (2017) staff

Natalie Games, UWCSEA Dover, current (2017) parent

Alex Colaço, UWC of the Atlantic, ‘89. Portugal

Adam Musial, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong ‘05, Poland

Helen Chow, United World College of the Atlantic ‘05, Hong Kong

Jayde Biggert, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘15, South Africa. Bates College ‘20

Camilla Siazon, UWC South East Asia Dover’15. Current: Barnard College 2019

Rachel Kirby, UWC Costa Rica, current staff

Lena Sutter, UWC USA ‘12, Current: University of Michigan 2017

Selen Ozturk, UWC-USA’12, Current: Earlham College, Turkey

Sheena Carlsen, UWCSEA Dover, ‘13 Singapore

Daita Goswamy, UWCSEA Dover ‘12, New York University ‘16

Joanna van Dyk, UWC Costa Rica ‘18

Lisa Krassner, UWC USA, ‘91, United States

Robert Cockburn, United World College of South East Asia ‘15, Current university of Exeter

Alexander Charles Lee, United World College of South East Asia ‘08, Current: Melbourne, Australia

Zareen Anan Khan, Current: United World College Red Cross Nordic, Batch of 2018.

Nitin Natrajan, UWCSEA, ’13. Current: Skidmore College

Adriana Giorgis, UWC AC ‘15, Current: University of Virginia.
Mona Ayoub, UWCAD, ’14, Current: College of the Atlantic
Winston Cheung, UWCAC’ 14, Hong Kong, Current: Yale University 2018
Hanako Shimada, UWCSEA ’10, Current: Singapore
Zoë Wilkins, Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘15, Current: McGill University
Suma Thati, UWCSEA East ‘16, Current: UC Berkeley 2020
Kiera O’Brien, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, New Mexico, USA, Current: College of the Atlantic Class of 2018
Adarsh Kumar, UWCSEA Dover ‘15. Current: University of Chicago Class of 2019
Emmanuel Dean, UWCSEA East ‘14. Current: Colgate University Class of 2018
Michael Ball, UWC USA ‘12, USA
Nial Rele, MUWCI ’08, India
Beanka Chiang, LPCUWC ’13, Hong Kong / United Kingdom
Wabantu Hlophe, Waterford Kamhlaba UWC of Southern Africa ‘13/Swaziland, Current: Yale ’18
Dhaval Mehta, MUWCI ’10, India
Natalia Shilotri, UWCSEA East ‘18, Singapore
Dhondup Tashi Rekjong, UWC-RCN ’09. Current: University of British Columbia
Frederik Mangels, UWC of the Atlantic ‘13, UK. Current: University of Freiburg, Germany.
Ashraya Harish, United World College of South East Asia ‘17, Singapore
Adarsh Krishnan, UWCSEA East ’15, UCLA Class of 2019
Nicole Chan, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Hong Kong, Current: University of Warwick 2017
Gaia Lucía López Barrera, UWC Costa Rica ‘14, México, Current: College of the Atlantic ‘18
Georgia Whisson, UWC Adriatic 2012-2014, Australia
Beatriz Cabrita, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘14, Swaziland, Current: Yale ‘19
Liza Yeager, UWC Mostar ‘13, USA. Current: Brown University ‘17
Lalita Lalitnantawat, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, Thailand
Huma Javeed UWC Costa Rica, Pakistan batch of 2017
Sofiya Shmyhlyk, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ’16, Ukraine. Current: University of Rochester ’20
Arunima Sinha, UWCSEA East ’16, India, Singapore
Maria Carla Condori Bazan, UWCSEA Dover ’16, Argentina
Aanchal Chopra, UWCSEA Dover’15, Royal Holloway University of London
Raghav Kapur, UWCSEA Dover ‘14, Northwestern University ’17
Miguel Angel Zambrano Boy, UWCSEA East ‘14, Peru, Current: New York University Shanghai ’19
Hamed Khalili, UWCAD 2015, Current: Methodist University 2019
Marissa Trew, UWCSEA Dover ‘10, Current: Singapore
Akanksha Bhatia, UWCSEA East ‘14, India, Current: Georgia Institute of Technology ‘18

Jabulani J. Sifundza. UWCSEA Swaziland ‘14, Current: Lake Forest College ‘19

Belén Sogo Mielgo. UWC-USA ‘17, Spain.

Sara Löwgren, RCNUWC ‘15, Sweden

Nicole Sims, UWCSEA ‘90, Australia

Aaliyah Shiraz Longden, UWCSEA East ‘18

Eivind Morris Bakke, UWCRCN ‘11, Norway, Current: Google Software Engineer, Seattle, WA


Michael Lee, UWCSEA ‘15, U.S.


Lobsang Palmo, UWCMaastricht ‘16, Current: Earlham College

Johan H. Halle, UWCAC ‘93, Norway, Current: Singapor

John Chan Cho Kit, LPCUWC ‘13/Hong Kong

José Rocha Rocha, UWCSEA East ‘14, Chile, current: Brown University ‘18

Nnenna Madueke, UWCCR ‘17 Nigeria

Hui Li Yen Askvik, UWCSEA East ‘18, Singapore

Meghan Flood, UWC Costa Rica ‘16, Canada

Abhishek Shah, UWC Mahindra College ‘15, India, current: Northwestern University ‘19

Ana Sofia Araujo D’Elia, United World College Maastricht‘16, Venezuela. Current: University of Florida Class of 2020

Maria Haris, UWCSEA East ‘17, Senegal and Poland

Luciana Ribeiro da Silva, UWC-USA ‘18, Brazil

Muhammad Ayaz, United World College Thailand 18’, akistan

Lujza Demuthova, UWC Mahindra College ‘14, Slovakia. Current: Oberlin College ‘18

Daniel Sachandonig, Pearson College ‘12, Current: Vassar College, New York

Alzbeta Kralikova, Pearson College ‘12

Guillermo Pérez Salicrup, UWC of the Atlantic ‘78. Mexico

Issabella Chang, United World College of South East Asia 18’

Himaja Balusa, UWCSEA East ‘17, India

Clément Moliner-Roy, UWC AC ‘14, Canada

Thule van den Dam, UWC Mahindra College ‘15, Netherlands/Canada

Kelly Matias, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘13, Brazil

Aman Rai, Mahindra United World College of India ‘15, India, Current: Macalester College ‘19

Maddy Thomas, United World College of Southeast Asia ‘17

Zachary Meager, UWC-USA ‘08, New Zealand

Yuko Okumura, United World College of Southeast Asia ‘18

Archana Kannan, United World College of Southeast Asia ‘14

Muheb L. Akbar, United World College in Mostar ‘16, Afghanistan. Current: Undergraduate, the University of Oklahoma
Ayush Lall, UWCSEA East’15, India
Hannah Sanchez, UWC-USA ‘16, Panama/Spain/USA.
Naveena Sharma, United World College of Southeast Asia ‘17
Tahlia Nesfield, United World College South East Asia East ‘18, Singapore
Andela Roncevic, UWC of the Adriatic ‘14, Croatia. Current: College of the Atlantic ‘19
Elisabeth do Rosario Vicente, United World College of South East Asia Dover
‘16, East Timor
Divir Gupta, Mahinda UWC’12, India. Current: Research Analyst, New York
Tenzin Dolker, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘13, Tibet/India
Simone Warren, Lester B. Pearson United World college ’06, Canada
Vishaal Venugopal, UWCSEA East Campus, Class of 2018, Singapore
Marta Sameo, UWC in Mostar ‘16, Portugal. Current: University of Florida
Namuun Tsend-Ayush, UWC of the Adriatic ‘13, Mongolia
Torunn Sørlie, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘14, Norway.
Michelle Ng, LPCUWC ‘14, Hong Kong
Sidhant Singh, UWCSEA East Campus, ‘18, Singapore
David Chem, UWCSEA East ‘15, Cambodia
Enakshi Ghatak, United World College South East Asia East ‘18, Singapore
Madhuchhanda Banerji UWC Dilijan College
Tim Watson UWC of the Atlantic 1973 from Toronto Canada
Thaíza Loiola, UWC Robert Bosch College 2014-16 Brazil
Runsi Patro, UWCSEA East Campus ‘16, Singapore
Imsouchivy Suos, LPCUWC of Hong Hong ‘11, Cambodia. Current: Ministry of Commerce
Aayushi Trivedi, UWCSEA East ‘18, Singapore
Rinad Salkham, UWCAC, ’16, current: Providence, US
Anmol Kaur Wadhwa, UWCSEA Dover Campus ’19, Singapore
Abhinav Khanal, Pearson UWC, Bean Voyage, Nepal
Rahul Prabhakaran, UWCSEA Dover ‘08, Current: Hong Kong
Qomaruliati Setiawati, Pearson UWC ’16, Indonesia
Kaamya Sharma, UWC USA’17, India
Janhavi Narayanswamy, UWCSEA East Campus ‘18, Singapore
Kohsuke Kimura, UWCSEA Dover Campus ‘15
Mustafa Muhammadi, UWCRCN’15, Afghanistan, Current: Luther College,
Karina Chhabra, UWCSEA Dover Campus ‘15, Singapore, Current: Boston University ‘19
Rohan D’Souza UWCSA Dover ‘10, Current: Australia, Filmmaker
Simran Sohal, UWCSEA East Campus ’16, Current: Williams College
Vanessa Toh, UWCSEA East Campus ‘16, Current: USC
Taha Ben Esmael, UWC Maastricht
Navya More, UWCSEA East ‘18, Singapore
1799. Dominika A. Fiolna, Mahindra United World College of India ’10, Poland. Current: MSPH Candidate in Health Policy and Management, The Gillings School of Global Public Health at UNC
1800. Dasha Maliauskaya, UWCT’18, Belarus
1801. Yesha Sheth, UWCSEA East ‘18, Singapore
1802. Holly McDonald, UWC-USA’10, Australia, Current: University of Sydney JD student
1803. Monica C. Mhina, UWC-USA ’13, Tanzania, Current: Trinity College ’17
1804. Jia En Gan, UWCSEA East Campus ’15, Current: Boston University
1805. Abhinn Bhardwaj, UWCSEA East Campus ’19, Singapore
1806. Hirofumi Sugahara, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘92, Japan
1807. Jennifer Cajina Grigsby, Mahindra United World College of India ‘10, Nicaragua
1808. Khin Myint Myat Zin, UWC Atlantic College’16, Myanmar, Current: Georgetown University’20
1809. Lam Quynh Vo, UWC Mahindra College ‘15, Vietnam/Finland, Current: Colorado College ’19
1810. Olaf van der Veen, UWC-USA ’16, the Netherlands, Current: Minerva Schools at KGI. ’20
1811. Anna Kohn, UWCSEA East ‘18, Singapore
1812. Chie Minami, UWCSEA ’97, Singapore
1813. Margot Charette, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘10, Canada
1814. Tanisha Pande, United World College of Southeast Asia East ’18, Singapore
1815. Zenia Yim, UWCSEA Dover Campus ’15, Current: UBC, Vancouver Bc.
1816. Tenzin Tsuendue, Red Cross Nordic United World College ‘14, Current: Westminster College, MO
1817. Lenin Javier Lux Hernandez, UWC-USA ’12, Guatemala, Current: Universidad de San Carlos de Guatemala
1818. Marta Brnicevic, UWC SEA, 1989
1819. Sibia Maria Inay Ortega, Lester B. Pearson College UWC of the Pacific ‘15. Current: College of the Atlantic, Maine, USA
1820. Rutendo Magade, UWC Thailand ‘18. Zimbabwe
1821. Samarth Chawla, UWCSEA Dover Campus ’15, Current: Claremont McKenna College, CA, USA
1822. Sumantara Adi, UWC Atlantic College ’15, OU, Oklahoma
1823. Tara Dahy, UWCSEA East Campus ’18
1824. Silvia Castro Souza Capelanes, UWC-USA ‘13, Brazil, Current: University of São Paulo
1825. Veerle Verhey, UWC-RCN ’13, the Netherlands, current: University of Richmond, UWC-USA ‘13
1826. Mathew Freimuth, UWC-USA ’09 Tulane University ‘13
1827. Karsten van der Tol, UWC-AC ’16, University of Bath
1828. Varun Balakrishnan, UWCSEA Dover Campus ‘15, Current: Purdue University ‘19
1829. Ewen Joshua Marjoribanks, UWCSEA East Campus ‘18, Singapore
1830. Diya Gopalan, UWCSEA Dover Campus ‘15, Current: Emory University
1831. Kirkha Kaharsyah, UWCSEA East Campus ‘14, Indonesia current: University of Oklahoma
1832. Marcy Sanderson, UWC
1834. Jildau Kleine Staarman, UWCSEA ‘11, the Netherlands. Current: Wageningen University ‘17
1835. Gita Keshava, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘12, Canada
1836. Dea Busk Larsen, UWCRCN ‘10, Denmark, Current: Lund University ‘17
1838. Samuel Arrants, UWC-USA ‘16 Current: Northwestern University ‘20
1839. Elijah Sutanto, UWCSEA Dover Campus ‘15: University of Chicago ‘19
1840. Nguyen Hoang Minh Hieu, Lester B. Pearson College UWC of the Pacific’19, Vietnam
1843. Saakshi Lunkad, UWCSEA ‘15. Current: University of Toronto ‘19
1846. Justin Yim, UWC-USA ‘15 Current: University College London, United Kingdom ‘18
1847. Ludovic de Bruyn, UWC-
1848. Tatenda Mashanda, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA 13, Zimbabwe, current: Wake Forest University 17
1849. Sina Fahimi Hanzaei, UWC-AC ‘13, Current: Johns Hopkins University, USA ‘18, Iranian
1850. Ava Kowald-Linsley, UWCSEA DOVER, current grade 5. Australian
1851. Astrid Kowald-Linsley, UWCSEA DOVER, current grade 8. Australian
1852. Hanna Karnei, UWC Dilijan ‘16 Current: Global Citizen Year
1853. Rohan Sheth, UWC-USA ‘15, Duke University ‘19
1855. Lilian Marquez, UWCPC’91, Guatemala. Current Design and Impact WWF Guatemala
1856. Robyn Kowald, UWCSEA, Dover, current, parent. Australian
1858. Chloe Guilbert-Savary, Lester B. Pearson College, Quebec Canada, York University Student
1859. Beatriz Patarata, UWC Changshu China’17, Portugal.
1860. Shir Kehila Orner, UWC of the Adriatic ‘13, Israel. Current: College of the Atlantic, ME ‘18
1863. Alan Yu, Li Po Chun United World College Hong Kong ’09, Northwestern University ‘13
1864. Keyi Kang, UWC Costa Rica ’18, China/Costa Rica
1867. Karen Poveda, UWC Costa Rica’15, Colombia- Current UBC student, class 2019
1868. Harrison Neuert, UWC Atlantic College ‘12 -- Current: Associate, ideas42, Washington, D
1869. Yumi Matsushita, UWC South East Asia ‘87
1870. Pooja Sinha, UWC South East Asia ‘18
1871. Geraldine Paredes Vásquez, UWC India’00 -- Current: Co-curricular Director, UWC Costa Rica & Association for Experiential Education, Board Director.
1873. Lela Gomersall, United World College South East Asia ‘18, Australia and Egypt.
1874. Anna Hoff Pang, United World College South East Asia ‘17, United Kingdom and Norway
1875. Ayushi Bhatnagar, UWCSEA ‘16- Singapore
1876. Nongnapat Throngprasertchai, UWC Costa Rica ‘18, Thailand
1877. Krisztina Pjeczka, UWC South East Asia ‘10, Hungary
1878. Grace Sparapani, UWC Maastricht ‘12, United States
1879. René Sandoval, UWC Costa Rica Staff, Costa Rica
1880. Roshni Melwani, Li Po Chun United World College ‘15, Hong Kong
1881. Lucia Bonilla Lara, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘08, Ecuador
1882. Alexandre Yano, Li Po Chun United World College ‘15, United States
1883. Rohan Shah, UWC South East Asia ‘18, India
1884. Miraal Naseer, UWCSEA ‘17, Pakistan
1885. Nayanika Chawla, United World College South East Asia ‘16, Singapore. Current: Student at the University of Toronto
1886. Aesha Baral, UWC South East Asia East, ‘17, UK/Nepal
1887. Matt Lulu, UWC South East Asia, ‘18, UK/Burma
1888. Ekaterina Guryeva, UWC Dilijan, ‘17, Russia
1889. Niklas Laakkonen, MUWCI ‘16, Finland
1890. Tina Ghaemmaghami, UWC South East Asia, ‘13, Canada/Iran
1892. Victoria Ivory Birrell, United World College of Southeast Asia, ‘17, United Kingdom/Malaysia
1893. Jean-Paul Ginestier , teacher at 3 UWCs, France/Cana
1894. Karen Fonstad, UWC-USA ‘17, Norway
1895. Nabila Hassan, United World College of South East Asia, ‘10, Malaysia
1896. YuYing Mak, AD ‘15, Australia: Current: SFU ’20
1897. Johann David Lankes, UWC of the Atlantic ‘13, Nicaragua/Germany
1898. Madeleine Rowell, UWC USA ‘14, Cayman Islands. Current: Stanford University ‘19
1899. Fariza Ameen, UWCSEA East ‘19, Bangladesh/Australia
1900. Hans-Petter Augustus Jacobsen, UWC-USA ‘17, Oslo-Norway
1901. Anushka Gopalan, UWC South East Asia ‘17, India/Singapore
1902. Anneli Xie, UWC-USA ‘17, Sweden/China
1903. Taha Alazzawi ‘14, LPCUWC, Hong Kong
1904. Marija Skiljevic, UWCiM ‘15, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Current: NYU Shanghai ‘19
1905. Rahul Leonard Arun Kumar UWC Southeast Asia, ‘17, India
1906. Camilla Krummen, UWC Atlantic College ‘15, USA/Norway
1907. Saleel Joshi, UWC Southeast Asia ‘15, India, Current: Purdue University ‘19
1908. Fai Wechayachai, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘00, Thailand
1909. Zoe Proegler, UWC-USA ‘14, USA MI, University of Michigan ‘18
1910. Maria Alessandra Benitez, UWC Southeast Asia ‘17, Philippines
1911. Marcus Went, UWC South East Asia, ‘18, UK/ Singapore
1912. Pranav Aurora, UWC South East Asia ‘17, Singapore/India
1913. Ilari Papa, UWC Maastricht ‘16, Albania, Current: Georgetown University ‘20
1914. Nicholas Carverhill, Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘13, Canada
1915. Ibrahim Sabea, UWC Maastricht ‘16, Iraq, Current: Methodist University class ‘20
1916. Diego Moreno, UWC Costa Rica ‘16, Guatemala, current: Methodist University ‘20
1917. Namleng Sina, UWC South East Asia, ‘18, Cambodia
1918. Sumi Nakamura, Lester B. Pearson College of the Pacific, UWC, Canada, ‘77, Japan
1919. Jaime Zapata, Lester B Pearson College of the Pacific, UWC Canada ‘93, Nicaragua
1920. Helene De Mello, UWC South East Asia, ‘15, Switzerland, Current: Rice University ‘19
1921. Alhaji Jalloh, UWC South East Asia, ‘07, Singapore
1922. Bryce Thweatt, UWC-USA ‘15, United States, Current: University of Louisville ‘19
1923. Manu Moreau, UWCSEA Singapore East Campus, Class of ‘18, Belgium
1925. Franco Martín Salinas Meza, UWC-USA ‘18, PER.Ü.
1927. Janina Strohbecke, UWCSEA East ‘18
1928. Wong Ka Ue, LPCUWC’ 15, Hong Kong current: Westminster College MO
1929. Ivana Mowry-Mora, UWC USA, OH-US. ‘16, Current: George Washington University ‘20
1930. Yash Mathur, UWCSEA East ‘18, India
1931. Lilian Chow, LPCUWC ‘11, Hong Kong/Canada, Current: Teachers College, Columbia University ‘17
1932. Jake Detenber, UWCSEA Dover ‘16, Current: University of British Columbia
1933. Holly Worrall, UWCSEA East ‘17, Singapore
1934. Rohan Ranga, UWCSEA East ‘17, Singapore/India
1935. Fabiya Fairoorz, UWC Costa Rica ‘15, Current: University of California, Berkeley ‘19
1936. Mada Hoteit, Pearson College UWC ‘01, Lebanon
1937. Anila Bano LPCUWC ‘16, Current: Luther College ‘20
1938. Akshita M Bhanj Deo, UWCSEA Dover ‘11, India
1939. Melissa María Velásquez Elias, UWC Dilijan’18, El Salvador
1940. Megane Ah Teck, UWCSEA Dover ‘18, Singapore
1941. Shubh Nanda, UWCSEA Dover ‘18, Singapore
1942. Florence Piel, UWCSEA Dover ‘18, Singapore
1943. Niko Vuori, UWC Atlantic College ‘96, Finland
1944. Anna Koempel, UWCSEA Dover ‘18, Singapore
1946. Arko Bhowmik, UWCSEA East ‘18, Singapore
1947. Arthur Tseng, Mahindra UWC of India ‘13, Hong Kong
1948. Amanda Rodriguez Nunez, UWC Changshu ‘17
1949. Samuel Diaz, UWCCRCN ‘12, Venezuela, Current: Universidad Metropolitana
1950. Emily Swartz, UWC-USA ‘13, USA- Colorado, Current: University of Victoria
1951. Nhat Minh Vu, UWCCR’18, Vietnam
1952. Beren Rana Oz, UWC Maastricht’16, Turkey, Current: Colby College’ 20
1953. Emily Myles, Lester B. Pearson UWC ‘06, Canada
1954. Osiyova Anastasiia, UWC Dilijan’17, Russia
1955. Jan Petit, Atlantic College 75-77, Amsterdam , the Netherlands
1956. Romanshi Gupta, UWC South East Asia Dover
1957. Maria Zotova; UWC COSTA RICA’18; Russia
1958. Zahra Theba, UWC Mahindra College’16, South Africa
1959. Helga Alexander, UWC Atlantic College ‘75, USA
1960. Sydney Heschuk, UWC Southeast Asia East Campus ‘14, University of British Columbia ‘18
1961. Riya Ghose, UWCSEA East Campus’17, India
1962. Ben Kuyvenhoven, UWC Dilijan ‘18, The Netherlands
1963. Samuel Tesfamariam, United World College Red Cross Nordic ‘16, Skidmore College ‘2020
1964. Zoe Lo, UWCSEA East Campus ‘18, Singapore
1965. Benjamin Schweimler // UWC USA 17’ // Argentina, UK
1967. Douglas Arnowine, Faculty; UWC Mahindra College, UWC Dilijan, UWC-USA
1968. Shala Manivannan, UWCSEA East Campus ‘19, India/Japan
1970. Megan de Koning, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘13, South Africa
1971. Anchaleem Alemayehu, UWC Mostar’10, Ethiopia
1972. Paul Jerome Hernandez, United World College of Southeast Asia (East) ‘16, Philippines
1974. Mauricio Interiano, United World College of the Pacific ‘12 Honduras
1975. Alex Kellogg, Armand Hammer United World College of the American West, ‘15, USA
1977. Sonia De Mello, UWCSEA (Dover)’14, Scripps College ‘18
1978. Morgunova Mariia, UWCD’17, Russia
1979. Jade Botha UWCD’17, South Africa
1980. Zafreen Shah, UWC-CSC’ 17, Bangladesh
1981. Samvel Gevorgyan UWC Dilijan’18 Russia/Armenia
1982. Zohar Sankisha Jules Fiszman, United World College of the American west, ‘17, Belgium
1983. Miller Normalia Victoria, United World College of Costa Rica, ‘17, Argentina
1984. Andres Chamorro, Li Po Chun United World College ‘12, Nicaragua
1985. Lin Shi, UWC Atlantic College ‘12, China
1986. Megan Chew, UWCSEA East ‘17, Singapor
1987. Akanksha Jain, UWCSEA Dover ‘16, Singapore
1988. Pranav Daryanani, Li Po Chun United World College ‘15, Hong Kong/India
1989. Luis Antonio Cervera Bojórquez, UWC Dilijan ‘17, Mexico
1991. David Protonotarios, UWCSEA East Campus ‘18, Greece/England
1992. Sannidhi Srinivasan, UWCSEA ‘11, India
1993. Tao Peter Wang, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, China
1995. Thawdar Zin, UWC Dilijan ‘17, Myanmar (Burma)
1997. Niharika Thakur, UWC Mahindra College ‘17, India and Hong Kong
2000. Idhika Sahi, United World College of South East Asia (east) ‘18, India
2001. Nandini Mohta UWCSEA ‘12, Singapore
2002. Chris Martin UWCSEA (Current), Singapore
2003. Sten Leinasaar UWCSEA (east)’18, Estonia
2005. Regine Anastacio UWCSEA ‘17, Singapore
2006. Karina Tsang LPCUWC ‘15, Hong Kong, University of Southern California ‘19
2007. Seoyoung Lee, UWCSEA (East) ‘18, South Korea
2008. Ayush Choudhary, UWCSEA ‘15, India
2010. Grete Helena Kütt, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘15, Estonia
2011. Yelim Yu, UWCSEA (East) ‘18 South Korea
2012. Haruka Nishimura, UWCSEA (Dover) ‘16, Japan
2013. Venus Dulani, LPCUWC ‘15, Cornell University ‘19
2014. Roxane Avice, Mahindra United World College of India, ‘17, France
2015. Anna Larney, UWCAD ‘12, University of British Columbia ‘17
2016. Maija Casey, UWC Atlantic College 1981, Finland
2017. Audrey Windy Lo, LPCUWC 15’, Hong Kong
2018. Hye In Kim, UWCSEA (east) ‘16, South Korea, Sogang University ‘20
2019. Catalina Enriquez Alvarez, UWC-USA ‘17, Chile
2020. Jahnvi Pananchikal, UWC RCN ’05, India
2021. Sophia Larney, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘14, Canada
2022. Aneessa Madan, Mahindra UWC of India ‘12, India
2023. Kristin Kaschner, Robert Bosch UWC, Teacher, Germany
2024. Natasha Tourabi, UWC Pearson College 02’, Teacher at UWC RBC, France
2025. Isha Kumar, UWCSEA East ‘14, India
2026. Rinyuda Promphenrangsi, Mahindra UWC of India ‘13, Lewis & Clark College ‘17, Thailand
2027. Siona Mitra, UWCSEA ‘19, USA
2028. Tanya Vora, UWC Changshu China ‘17, mCanada
2029. Fabian Miemietz, UWC Changshu China ‘17, Germany
2030. Ignacio Santillana, UWC Changshu China ‘18, Peru
2031. Roshan Arun Kumar UWCSEA East ‘19, India
2032. Patricia Kinsumbya UWCSEA Dover’ 18, Singapore, Uganda.
2033. Diya Grandhi, UWCSEA East ‘19, Singapore
2034. Stefanie Kyriss, UWCSEA East ‘19, Germany/Indonesia
2035. Basil Haider, UWCSEA East ‘19, India
2036. Praniti Agarwal, UWCSEA East '19, India
2037. Vartika Garg, UWCSEA East '18, India
2038. Arjun Achar, UWCSEA East '19, India
2039. Alexander Marrapese, UWCSEA East '19, Italy
2040. Lauren Hindmarsh, UWCSEA East '19, England
2041. Rukmini Roy, UWCSEA East' 16, Singapore
2042. Aditi Rudra, UWCSEA East’ 19, India
2043. Eeshta Malhotra, UWC Mahindra College ‘13, India
2044. Fahim Hossain, UWCSEA East ’19, Bangladesh
2045. Aakanksha Veenapani, UWCSEA ‘05, India; Current: Seattle, WA
2046. Vanessa Georgia Halasan, UWCSEA (East) ’14, England/Philippines, Current: University of Calgary (Calgary, Alberta, Canada)
2047. Gabbie Santos, Lester B Pearson UWC ‘13, Philippines, Current: Middlebury College ‘17
2048. Alan Griffin, UWCSEA East ‘18, Ireland
2049. Dana Kurniawan, UWCSEA East ‘18, Singapore/Indonesia/United States
2050. Emily Ross, Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘17, Canada
2051. Audrey Lau, UWCSEA East ‘19, Singapore
2052. Will Walmsley, Lester B. Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘17, United Kingdom
2053. Christian Levan, UWCSEA East ’19, Singapore/France
2054. Medhya Dwaraknath, UWCSEA East ‘19, Singapore/ India
2055. Fleur van Heusde, UWCSEA East ‘17, France
2056. Gabrielle Leger, UWCSEA East ‘18, France
2057. Sanah Budhraja, UWCSEA ‘18, Singapore
2058. Eva Stauffer, UWCSEA East
2059. Luke Mills, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘10, United Kingdom
2060. Rachel Lau, UWCSEA East ‘17, Singapore
2061. Christopher Kiong, United World College of South East Asia ‘16, Singapore
2062. Jiya Pandya, UWC Mahindra College ‘16, India; Current: Middlebury College ‘17
2063. Murat Orhun Bozkurt, UWC USA ‘14, Turkey/USA-NC
2064. Donna Tin Sun, UWC Changshu China ‘17, Mauritius
2065. Michelle Tan, UWCSEA ‘17, Malaysia
2066. Laasya Sriram, UWCSEA ‘17 Singapore
2067. Kerim Abdullah Örsel UWC USA’15 Turkey
2068. Violetta Karpenko, UWCDilijan ‘17, Ukraine
2069. Huzaifa Raghav, UWCSEA Dover ‘18 Singapore
2070. Razia Mahomed, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘15, South Africa
2071. Joonsung Kim UWCSEA Dover’ 18 Malaysia
2072. Harriet Kyaw Thaung UWCSA Dover ‘07, United Kingdom & Myanmar
2073. Naman Dugar, UWCSEA Dover ’18, India
2074. Ashis Poddar UWCSEA Dover ’18, India
2075. Asad Hassan, Li Po Chun UWC of Hong Kong ’09, Pakistan
2076. Tarini Sinha, UWCSEA East Singapore, ’18, India/Australia
2077. Marianne Lauritsen, Red Cross Nordic ’15, Norway, student
2078. Alva Zinser, United World College of South East Asia ’18, Germany
2079. Hannah Meggitt-Nxumalo, Waterford Kamhlaba, ’15, Swaziland
2080. Pula Prakitt, United World College of South East Asia ’18, India/UK
2081. Emma Seal, UWC Atlantic College ’09, UK
2082. Zumurrudah M Abu Arqoob, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘99, Palestine
2083. Ryan Francis, Mahindra United World College Of India ’12, India/Zambia/China.
2084. Maja Kabus, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘16, Poland. Current: Warsaw University of Technology ‘20
2085. Avani Sharma, Mahindra UWC of India ’09, Skidmore College ‘13, India
2086. Avanne Paris Burhen, UWC Costa Rica, 2016, France/USA
2087. Meera Sobti, UWCSEA, ‘18, Singapore
2088. Maria Ibarreche, UWCSEA Dover ‘18, Singapore
2089. Elika Somani, United World College South East Asia ‘18, USA
2090. Rotimi Omorodion, Li Po Chun UWC ’11, Nigeria
2091. Urshila Rana; Mahindra UWC India; Class of 2015; Nepal; Lewis & Clark College
2092. Jonathan Yuxing Xia, UWCSEA Dover ’18, China
2093. Mayuri Gupta, UWCSEA Dover, ’19, America/India
2094. Jerome Chiu, Hong Kong, UWC Atlantic College ‘86
2095. Suzanne Meier, UWCSEA ’96
2096. Luisa Henz UWCSEA ’14 currently: University of British Columbia
2097. Nishant Singhal, United World College of South East Asia, 2019, India
2098. Jazba Singh, UWC-SEA ’12, India, Current: University of Toronto
2099. Maria Trujillo, UWC-SEA ’11
2100. Masa Kateb, Syria- National Committee, Syria
2101. Gautam Udas, United World College of South East Asia East ’19, India, Student
2102. Hongyi Jiang, UWC Maastricht 15’, China
2103. Izabella Pastrana, UWC-USA ’15, USA MO, Current: Washington University in St. Louis '19
2104. Riya Narayan, United World College of South East Asia (Dover), Class of 2018, USA
2105. Anna Kurth, UWCSEA ’18, Switzerland
2106. Lukas Nikelski, UWC Robert Bosch College 17, Germany
2107. Zuri D'Souza, Mahindra United World College of India ’10, India
2108. Shawn SQ Zhang, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ’15, Mauritius/ Swaziland
2109. Melchior Beneton, France, United World College of South East Asia
2110. Emma Russo, UWC of the Adriatic ’15
2111. Georgia Moody, United World College of South East Asia ‘16, Law/PPE student of Australian National University
2112. Sara Currie, UWC of South East Asia, ’18, USA
2113. Serene Lin, UWC Singapore Dover Campus ‘16, Austin, Texas Anderson High School ’18
2114. Jiyoung Yoo, UWCSEA East ’17, South Korea
2115. Zoe Harrington, Red Cross Nordic United World College ’15, Germany; Current: Lewis & Clark College
2116. Miriam Natvig, UWC Costa Rica '13, Norway, assistant teacher
2117. Lauren Crosbie-Walsh, UWCSEA Dover (Singapore) ’18, Hong-Kong
2118. Sreenidhi Venkatesh, UWCSEA East ’19, India, Student
2119. Ananya Bagri, UWCSEA East ’19, India
2120. Mai Luen Wong, UWCSEA ’91, Singapore/Britain, Current: NHS Psychiatrist
2121. Pelham Lindfield Roberts, AC Faculty (’95-05). UWC Mahindra Head of College (2011-Present), UK / Canada
2122. Anna Saviano, UWCSEA ’18, USA
2123. Tiffany Crosbie-Walsh, UWCSEA Dover, Hong-Kong
2124. Ahana Dasgupta, UWCSEA East, ’18, Singapore
2125. Nishka Chawla, UWC of South East Asia - Dover Campus, India
2126. Daniel Maidment, UWC-USA ‘12
2127. Choi Yun Sun, United World College South East Asia’ 18, South Korea
2128. Vedika Khushalani, United World College of South East Asia Class of 2018, India
2129. Elsie Joostens, UWC of the Atlantic ’95, United Kingdom
2130. Anne Luthfiyah, United World College of South Asia 2018, Indonesia
2131. Akshata Kuvelkar, United World College of South East Asia ‘18, India
2132. Andrea Donatini, UWC Atlantic, 1989, Italy
2133. Nur Khan, United World College of South East Asia, Pakistan
2134. Kaho Kameyama, United World College of South East Asia East Campus ’14, Japan; Current: University of British Columbia
2135. Eugene Wong, Li Po Chun UWC ‘17, Hong Kong/South Korea
2136. Snehaa Senthamilselfan Easwari, Li Po Chun United World College’18, India/Hong Kong
2137. Vincent Broussaud, UWCSEA Dover, ’18, France
2138. Insa von der Luehe, United World College of South East Asia, ’15, Germany
2139. Celine Lau, United World College Adriatic ’17, Hong Kong
2140. Elena Miltiadis, Pearson UWC ’10, Italy; Current: Durham University
2141. Yong Sue Ann Ashley, UWCSEA East Campus, ’18, Malaysia
2142. Henry Peck, United World College of the Atlantic ’06, UK
2143. Antoine Cazalis de Fonduce, United World College of South East Asia ’11, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne ’16, France
2144. Shayan Shokrgozar, UWC-USA ‘13, Iran
2145. Vaasanthi Palepu, United World College of South East Asia East ’19, Singapore
2146. Tomoko Miyakoshi, UWCSEA, ’20, Japan
2147. Jon Werede Hope, United World College of the Atlantic ’11, Norway; Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance ’18.
2148. Luca Sassi United World College of South East Asia Dover ’18 Uruguay
2149. Samantha Jude, United World College of the Atlantic 1985
2150. Yurie Muramatsu, UWCSEA Dover, ’18, Japan
2151. Lennart von der Luehe, UWCSEA Dover ’18, Germany
2152. Abhik Pal, Mahindra United World College of India ’16. India.
2153. Tiana Agarwal, UWCSEA Singapore ‘17, Singapore, Student
2154. Sam Hui, Li Po Chun United World College ’18, Hong Kong
2155. Anne Bax, UWC-USA ’86, Belgium; Current: University of Notre Dame
2156. Elizabeth Welliver, Pearson UWC ’12, USA, Interfaith Engagement Fellow at Davidson College
2157. Katherine Tien Tsin Nolan, UWCSEA ’10, United Kingdom, University of Salford ’17
2158. Ishita Garg, United World College of South East Asia, India
2159. Annaleena Vaher, UWC of South East Asia '17, Estonia
2160. Saadhvika Jayanth, UWC South East Asia East '15, India
2161. Amrita Ramanathan, UWCSEA, '12, Singapore/India/Indonesia
2162. Emily Graham, UWCSEA'14, University of Leeds'18
2163. Thorsteinn J. Skansbo, UWCSA '93, Norway
2164. Maria Tsvetkova, Russia, UWC AC '06, Faculty, UWCCR
2165. Tuva Elisabet Bjørkestrand Eid, United World College Maastricht '16, Norway; Current: Bennington College '20.
2166. Ramzi De Coster, UWC Atlantic College, '09, Belgium
2167. Akul Singh, United World College South East Asia East '18, India
2168. Justin Rogers, UWCSEA Dover ’18, Canada
2169. Anson Cheung, LPCUWC, ’14, Hong Kong
2170. Liesl May, UWC Maastricht, 2018, Australia, student.
2171. Eliška Andršová, LPCUWC of Hong Kong ‘17, Czech Republic
2172. Shen, UWC Changshu China ‘18, Romania
2173. Emma Rice, United World College of South East Asia ’17, French/British
2174. Meera Holland, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCAS 16’ United Kingdom
2175. Nimrita Singh, UWCSEA (Dover) ’18, Singapore
2176. Zeya Bao, UWCSEA (East) 2014, China, Current: École hôtelière de Lausanne, Switzerland.
2177. Julia Bräunig, UWC Robert Bosch College ‘18, Germany
2178. Anna Mioni, United World College of Adriatic ‘89, Italy.
2179. Karin Faassen, United World College of Adriatic ‘89, the Netherlands
2180. Victoria Walker, UWC Atlantic College ’14, Honduras/UK
2181. Nailah Ranjan, United World College of South East Asia ’19, India/Singapore
2182. Callum Wilson, UWCSEA Dover Campus, ’11, New Zealand/Scotland, Digital Account Executive
2183. Lara-Deborah Meier, UWC Changshu China, ‘18, Germany
2184. Mich Kretschmann, UWC-USA ’14, Germany; Current: Alanus University
2185. Ghali Laraqui Houssaini, Li Po Chun ’17, Morocco
2187. Shreya Reddy, UWCSEA Dover, 2017, Singapore, student
2188. Jiamei Tang, United World College of Adriatic ’18, China
2189. Linda H. Olson, staff member LPC UWC HK
2190. Alain Mauri 1988-1990 UWC Adriatic
2191. Iliana Gjeci United World College of the Adriatic ’18, Student
2192. Syrie Byfield, United World College of South East Asia ’14, UK and New Zealand. Current: Geography, University of Oxford
2193. Adam Kemeny, United World College of South East Asia, 2003, UK, Current: Solicitor
2195. Guillermo Rodriguez, Li Po Chun UWC ’18, Venezuela
2196. Saeeesh Mangwani, Mahindra United World College of India '16, India. Current: McGill University '21
2197. Ena Bošnjak, United World College of the Adriatic '18, Croatia
2198. Daria Bulatnikova, UWC Maastricht '16, Russia
2199. Clelia Rice, UWCSEA Singapore, Graduating 2019, French/British
2200. Sophie Hespe, UWCSEA East, '16, Australia, Sydney University
2201. Shari Hooper, UWC Maastricht '14, Denmark/UK
2202. Sofia Vasconcelos, UWC Changshu China, '18, Portugal
2203. Kirsten Corinne Tumaru, UWCSEA East '18, Philippines
2204. Melody Chan, Li Po Chun United World College '18, Hong Kong
2205. Helena Kotschenreuther, United World College of Southeast Asia 2017, Germany
2207. Luke Hewitt, United World College of South East Asia, Class of 2011, Australia
2208. Simon Schnabl, UWC of the Adriatic, '17, Austria
2209. Katrine Opheim, UWC Changshu China '18, Russia/Norway
2210. Daniel Hope, UWC-USA '92, UK
2211. Theodora Bombassei Frascani de Vettor, United World College of Southern Africa-Waterford KaMhlaba, '16, Belgium
2212. Clara Gueron, French UWCSEA East class of 2015, university Bocconi
2213. Arihant Singhai, UWCSEA '20, Singapore, Student
2214. Alexander Thaller, United World College of the Adriatic '17, Austria
2215. Sarah Casanova, UWCSEA Dover Campus '15, USA
2217. Vonnie DeBrett - UK - Atlantic College - 1992
2218. Fahmid Rashid, United World College of Changshu China '18, Bangladesh/USA
2219. Sarah Wang, UWC South East Asia, '18, USA
2221. Lubna Sherieff, UWC-USA '16, Australia/India
2222. Sum Yin Wong, Li Po Chun United World College '18, Hong Kong
2223. Pia Mitchell, UWCSEA, '14, Australia, Student at The University of Oxford
2224. Ellie Antippas, UWC Atlantic College '14, Wales, Current: Cardiff Metropolitan
2225. Anisha Chandrasekar, United World College of South East Asia '18, India
2226. Theodora Bombasse, United World College of Southern Africa-Waterford KaMhlaba.
2228. Zoë Rübert, United World College Robert Bosch College '18, Germany
2229. Kavya Shah, United World College Maastricht '14, India, Political Science major at Grinnell College, Iowa
2231. Jo Yie Leong, UWCSEA East '19, Malaysia
2232. Malaika Haider UWCSEA Dover '18 Pakistan
Karenina Thebez, UWC-SEA '17, Indonesia
Zoe McAdoo, UWCSEA, '18, America
Lucy Taylor-Gee, UWC of the Atlantic, 01, British, Barrister
Zoey Lee, United World College of South East Asia '18, Korea
Hung Chung Huen, LPCUWC'16, Hong Kong
Catherine Garner, United World College of the Atlantic '92, UK
Helke Voss-Becher, AC 75, Germany
Richard Holland, UWCSEA '97, UK
Sam Newell, UWC Atlantic College '03, Devon, UK
Fricka Lindemann, UWC Robert Bosch College '18, Germany
Tobias Soutar, UWCSEA, '11, UK
Nenad Stamatovic,
MUWCI '05 - Westminster College '09 - (teacher in UWCIM '11-'14) - currently teaching in UWCRCB (Germany)
Simon Fishwick, UWC Atlantic College, 1968, UK, Retired Professional Engineer
Fenella O'Brien, United World College of South East Asia East, United Kingdom, Student (University of York)
Azhara Assanova, UWC of South East Asia '18, Kazakhstan
Annegaike Leopold, United World College of the Atlantic '82, UK
Stina Sofia Urø Edstrøm, UWC Red Cross Nordic ’15, Norway
Sophie Hammermann, UWC-USA '14, Liechtenstein
Maxime Malot, UWC Maastricht ’18, Netherlands
Marta Roboredo AC 85-87, Portugal
Anita Eberle, Senior Management Assistant, UWC Robert Bosch College
Muskan Sapra, United World College of South East Asia '18, India
Petter Jacobsen, Pearson UWC ‘76, Norway
Sirena Harrop, United World College of the Adriatic '18, Hong Kong and Canada
Ashley Sheridan, UWCSEA Dover ‘18, Singapore
Jake Camacho, UWCSEA '10, Philippines
Ivana Pačar, Li Po Chun United World College '18, Croatia
Tania Shabri, Pearson College UWC “08, Indonesia, Current: UI UX Designer.
Joshua Tandon, United World College of South East Asia (East Campus) '15, United Kingdom;
Hedd Wood, Faculty, UWC of the Atlantic, Wales
Sehej Oberoi, United World College of South East Asia '18, India
Miriam Herceg, United World College of the Adriatic '17, Croatia
Nina Whittaker, Li Po Chun United World College of Hong Kong 2012. New Zealand
Maria Shah, UWCSEA-East Campus, Singapore '15, Pakistan
Jennifer McCool, Li Po Chun UWC of Hong Kong, 2009, USA
Yasmine Amour, UWCSEA Dover ‘18, Singapore
Lisi Wachsmuth, United World College of the Adriatic, 1989, Switzerland
2272. Kana Nomoto, United World College of South East Asia '15, Singapore/Japan, Current: Durham University
2273. Suiter, United World College South East Asia - Dover '18, French/America
2275. Mattea Wilhelmsen, United World College Maastricht '18, Germany
2276. Sabrina Alexandra Stewart, Li Po Chun United World College, '18, Student
2277. Amma Serwaah-Panin, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA, 2005, Ghana, PhD student
2278. Annie Yin, UWCSEA '18, China/Singapore. Current: Western Academy of Beijing ’18
2279. Sam Simataa, Mahindra UWC of India ’09, Namibia
2280. Natsumi Fujita, UWCSEA Singapore Dover, ‘16, Japan
2281. Chase Lin, Li Po Chun United World College ‘17, USA/Taiwan/Hong Kong
2282. Kaie Slater, UWCSEA Singapore Dover ‘16, USA / India
2283. Olivia Jin, Li Po Chun United World College ‘16, South Korea/Hong Kong
2284. Daniela Seigová, United World College Dilijan ‘18, Czech Republic
2285. Syver Flem, Lester B.Pearson UWC, ‘14, Norway
2286. Ioana Oprescu, UWC Mahindra College ‘16, Romania
2287. Zuzana Tabáčková, RCN UWC ‘09, Slovakia
2288. Beatriz Telles Rudge, UWC Lester B. Pearson College of the Pacific, ’03, Brazil
2289. Derek Graves, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA, ‘13, USA
2290. Taaka Petra Lwande, UWCSA Waterford Kamhlaba, ‘09, Kenya
2291. Kate Rowan, Mahindra United World College of India, 17’ Canada
2292. Bryan Le, UWCSEA Dover, ‘19, Vietnam
2293. Isabelle Duncan, UWCSEA Singapore East, ‘20, New Zealand / USA
2294. Gemma Lee, UWCSEA Dover in Singapore, ‘18, Singapore
2295. Maelle Thiam, United World College of the Atlantic, ‘17, Senegal.
2296. Kathryn Huang, UWCSEA Singapore East ‘15, Thailand / Taiwan
2297. Gust Hoornaert, UWC Maastricht 17’, Belgium
2298. Daniella De Rijke, The European School of Costa Rica ‘17, San José/CR
2299. Michi Lo, Li Po Chun United World College ‘16, Hong Kong
2300. Denise Wong, United World College of South East Asia Dover, ‘15, Canada/Hong Kong
2301. Miriam Langmoen, UWC Atlantic College, ‘12, Norway
2302. Harsha Thangirala, UWCSA Dover, ‘16, India/Hong Kong
2303. Helena Treeck, UWC SEA’07, Germany
2304. Tatia Bolkvadze, UWC South East Asia ‘18, Georgia
2306. Tristan Lim, UWC USA ‘13, Bocconi University ‘17 Current: Milan
2307. Yoshiko Shimada, UWCSA ‘07, Japan
2308. Reina Park, UWCSA ‘18, South Korea
2309. Trang Nguyen, Mahindra UWC of India’ 12, Vietnam
2310. Shoko Narasaki, UWC Adriatic ‘18, Japan
2311. Christopher Wise, UWCSA ’08, England/USA
2312. Douwe van der Stroom, UWCAD ‘12, The Netherlands, King’s College London
2313. Ram Sudhir Sharma, UWC Mahindra College ‘15, India, Current: Clark University, MA
2314. Payal Deepak Gokaldas, Li Po Chun United World College ‘17, India, Ghana, & Hong Kong
2315. Dev Punaini, MUWCI ‘18, India
2316. Ramona Gyorfi, UWCAD ‘16, Hungary, Current: Lake Forest College, IL, US
2317. Line Nyborg, UWC-USA ‘12, Norway
2318. Chris Ross, LPCUWC ‘14, Canada
2319. Katherine Medina, UWCRCN ‘12, Honduras
2320. Paula Medina, UWCSEA East ‘18, Spain
2321. Nicole Adams, UWCSEA ‘10, Washington DC
2322. Krit Chatikavanij, UWCSEA Dover ‘18, Thailand
2323. Arhaan Berry, UWCSEA Dover ‘16, India
2324. Clara Jones, UWCAC ‘16, UK
2325. Lejla Zjakić UWCiM ‘18, Bosnia and Herzegovina
2326. Alexander Thaller, UWCAD ‘17, Austria
2327. Pratap Ghimire, UWC Dilijan, ‘18, Nepal
2328. Ryan Wayne Yuen, UWCSEA Dover ‘16, USA
2329. Lydia Kebede, UWCSEA East ‘18, Japan / Ethiopia
2330. Galina Kuan, UWCSEA Dover ‘11, Current: London UK
2331. Karolina Szymańska, MUWCI ‘13, Poland
2332. Katerina Byanova, UWC-RCN’05, Bulgaria
2333. Maren Hobein, UWC-AC ‘81, London, UK
2334. Tejas Agrawal, UWCSEA Dover, India
2335. Ena Cemalovic, UWCAD ‘13, Bosnia and Herzegovina
2336. Tiphelele Dlamini, UWCAD’18, Swaziland
2337. Rinchen Doma, Mahindra UWC of India ‘16, Nepal
2338. Lucie de Fontaine, UWCAD ‘16, Belgium
2339. Rheya Panjwani, UWCSEA Dover ‘16, India, Current: London, UK
2340. Judith Benk, UWCSEA Dover ‘17, Germany
2341. Ella Roy, MUWCI ‘18, Germany / France
2342. Sophie Scholz, RCN UWC ‘09, Germany
2343. Aaron Kagan, UWC-USA, English teacher (current), United States
2344. Gisella Harrold, UWCSEA, Singapore
2345. Pranav Chhabra, UWCSEA East ‘19, India
2346. Gabrielle Branche UWC Robert Bosch College ‘17, Trinidad and Tobago
2347. Matthew Loxley, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘11, Canada
2348. Kara Demchuk-Vatcher, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘17, Canada
2349. Desiree Daan Balmori, UWC Southeast Asia ‘16, Philippines, Current: Norman, OK
2350. Mahika Khosla, Mahindra UWC of India ‘18, India
2351. Lázaro Benavides Lozano, UWC-USA ‘17 México
2352. Dielza Muriqi, UWCAD’18, Kosovo
2353. Caitlin Trew, UWCSEA Dover ‘13, Singapore
2356. Brandon Nagai, UWC Changshu ’18, Barbados/Canada
2357. Anna Bogdanok, UWC Costa Rica ’17, Ukraine
2358. Randi Voth, Atlantic College ’74, London, UK
2359. Katja Della Libera, UWC RBC ’17, Germany
2360. Thabo Mazibuko, Waterford Kamhlaba UWC SA ‘13, Lesotho
2361. Shaan Ghosh, Mahindra UWC of India ‘18, India and United Kingdom
2362. Laura Sofia Castro, LPCUWC ‘15, Chile / Colombia
2363. Ilona Johnson, UWC USA ’02
2364. Abhimanyu Rajshekar, Mahindra UWC of India ’17, India.
2365. Lisa Derand, LPCUWC ’15, France
2366. Ingrid Madrigal, Staff, UWC Costa Rica, Costa Rica.
2367. Tracy Tang, Li Po Chun United World College ‘18, Hong Kong
2368. Kseniia Petrova, UWC Dilijan ‘16, Russia
2369. Misha Vebrova, UWCSEA ‘11, Czech Republic
2370. Caroline Webb, UWC Atlantic College 1989, UK and USA
2371. Puneeta Singh, UWCSEA 2000, India
2372. Silva Tomanic Kis, UWC Atlantic College 1981, Croatia
2373. Gaetano Drago, UWCSEA East campus 2017, Italy
2374. Sharon Grosso, UWC Adriatic 2016, USA
2375. Ankit Suri, UWCSEA Dover 2012, India, Current: NYC
2376. Meha Thakur, UWCSEA East ’19, India
2377. Sahar Ibrahim, Lester B. Pearson UWC ‘12, Canada
2378. Vidya Bharam, UWCSEA ’13 Dover campus, current: Bangalore, India
2379. Eric de Beukelaer, UWC - AC, ’81 Belgium
2380. Sinele Ts Abedze UWCSEA ’02, Swaziland
2381. Rán Þórisdóttir, UWCRCN ’14, Iceland
2382. Isis Leung Wai Shan, LPCUWC’18, Hong Kong
2383. Neil Keating, LPCUWC ‘05, WKUWC, UWCSEA, Ireland
2384. Rosie Worrall, UWCSEA East ‘19, UK
2385. Thys Moreau, UWCSEA Singapore east ‘21, Belgium
2386. Tess Dhulst, UWCSEA Singapore East ‘17, Belgium
2387. Jenna van de Ruit, UWCSEA ‘11, Zimbabwe
2388. Audrey Chung, Li Po Chun United World College, ‘18, Hong Kong
2389. Caroline J. Lye, UWCSEA Dover Singapore ‘18, Singapore
2390. Clara Domingues da Cruz, UWC Adriatic ‘98, Portugal
2391. Nancy Beshay, LPCUWC’06, Canada
2392. Thomas Crosbie-Walsh, UWCSEA Singapore Dover ‘15, Australia
2393. Henry Chu, UWCSEA Singapore East ‘16, Vietnam
2394. Mansi Agarwal, UWCSEA East ‘17, India
2395. Eric Setiawan, UWCSEA East ‘18, Indonesia
2396. 53. David Kingman, LPCUWC ’09, Hong Kong
2397. Elisabeth Rudolph, Mahindra UWC India ‘17, Germany
2398. Bushra Nabi Shaikh, UWCT Thailand, 2017, India
2399. Shadnam Khan, LPCUWC ’12, Bangladesh
2400. Hannah Yeo, UWCSEA Dover ‘16, Singapore
2401. Maria Jimena Jurado Giraldo, UWC Mahindra, Colombia
2402. Iswerya Ajay, Li Po Chun UWC’18, Hong Kong/India
2403. Sherab Lhamo Dorji, MUWCI’18, Bhutan
2404. Ibrahim Ibrahim, UWC Costa Rica ‘18, The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
2405. Tetyana Samiliv, United World College in Mostar ‘16, Ukraine, currently: St Olaf College class of 2020, US
2406. Cecil-Francis Brenninkmeijer, UWCSEA Dover ‘16, Netherlands/USA
2407. Gustav Wessman, UWCSEA ’08, Sweden
2408. Fernanda Pohla, UWC Dilijan ’18 Germany
2409. Rachele Dal Cin, UWC RCN ’16, Italy; Current: Law at SOAS, University of London, Class of 2019
2410. Anne
2411. Moritz Joachim Drechsler, UWCSA Waterford Kamhlaba 2014, Current: University of Glasgow
2412. Saamya Mittal, Mahindra UWC of India ‘19, India
2413. Shahmeer Madni, UWCSEA Dover ‘19, Singapore
2414. Laura Grijns, UWC USA ‘18, the Netherlands
2415. Mariana Briceno, UWC Swaziland 2001 Venezuela
2416. Armi Kauppila, UWC Mahindra College ‘15, Finland
2417. Devika Singh, MUWCI ’17, India
2418. Merle Schrader, UWCSEA 2011, Germany
2419. Clare Sandlund, UWCSEA 2010, USA
2420. Hannah Tümpe1, UWC of the Adriatic 1998, Germany
2421. Sheikh Srijon, UWC Atlantic ‘18, Bangladesh
2422. Ainur Mukhamejanova, UWCSEA Dover ‘18, Kazakhstan
2423. Mariana Briceno, UWC Swaziland 2001 Venezuela
2424. Armi Kauppila, UWC Mahindra College ‘15, Finland
2425. Devika Singh, MUWCI ’17, India
2426. Merle Schrader, UWCSEA 2011, Germany
2427. Clare Sandlund, UWCSEA 2010, USA
2428. Hannah Tümpe1, UWC of the Adriatic 1998, Germany
2429. Sheikh Srijon, UWC Atlantic ‘18, Bangladesh
2430. Ainur Mukhamejanova, UWCSEA Dover ‘18, Kazakhstan
2431. Ikhsan Bimoseno, UWCSEA Dover ’08, Indonesia
2432. Leah Campbell, UWC Atlantic ‘11, USA/South Africa
2433. Serigne Soyibou Sylla, UWCSEA Dover ’16, Senegal
2434. Éléonore Karen Monette, UWCiM ’18, Belgium
2435. Sari Hogye, UWCM ‘12, Hungary
2436. Tessa Brooke, UWC Pearson College ‘17, Zimbabwe
2437. Luca Pixer, UWC Robert Bosch College ‘16, Austria
2438. Nora Venin, UWC USA ‘17, Mauritius
2439. Urda Gani, UWC Adriatic ‘18, Albania
2440. Alexis Caballero, UWC Maastricht ‘13, Belize
2441. Shubh Agarwal, UWCSEA East ‘14, India
2442. Fatima Jafari, UWC USA ‘14, Afghanistan
2443. Rarita Roy, UWCSEA ‘89, USA
2444. Elizabeth Farrell, UWC USA ‘18 Canada
2445. Emilia Ramírez Valenzuela, UWC USA ‘02, Mexico
2447. Rewant Lokesh, MUWCI ’07, India
2448. Juliette van Oost, UWCSEA Dover, Belgium
2449. Alva Christo Yoshe Wijaya, UWC USA ’15, Indonesia. Current : Ringling College of Art and Design, FL
2450. Aneesa Khan, Mahindra UWC of India ‘13, India.
2451. Luz Cuello, UWC Adriatic ‘13, Argentina.
2452. Agatha Beatrice Pacis, UWC Thailand ’18, Philippines
2453. Zaafir Tair Hasan, UWC Maastricht ‘18, Bangladesh
2454. Louisa Xiluva Hill, Waterford Kamhlaba UWC SA ’15, Mozambique/Canada
2455. Changzhe Xu, UWC-USA ‘15, China
2456. Karine Teow, UWCSEA ‘04, France
2457. Mariana Alvarez Clemente, UWC Costa Rica ’10, Argentina
2458. Aashika Anantharaman, UWC-SEA Singapore ‘14
2459. Ward Hoornaert, UWC Maastricht ‘18, Belgium
2460. Sofia Gulaid, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘13, USA
2461. Peter Earle, UWC Atlantic ‘74, Canada
2462. Justin Yeung, LPCUWC ’18, Hong Kong
2463. Floor Fiers, UWC USA ‘15, the Netherlands
2464. Alekhya Dossa Remedios, UWC Adriatic ‘18, India
2465. Ivonne Juárez Serna, UWC Pearson College ‘18 Mexico
2466. Sara Merner, UWC Mahindra College ‘16, Canada
2467. Emily McLean, UWC Costa Rica’11, Norway
2468. Naomi Tjiang, MUWCI ’13, Germany
2469. Alexis Ocampo, UWCSEA ‘15, Philippines
2470. Nils-Fredrik Solem, UWCAC ’13, Norway/France
2471. Khaleel Rajwani, UWC Maastricht ‘16, Canada
2472. Lina Vågene, UWCAC 11, Norway
2473. Roland Cruz, UWCSEA ’16, Hong Kong/Philippines
2474. Sigrunn W. Solbakk, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ’08, Norway/Mexico
2475. Martin Troška, UWC Pearson College ’17 Czechia
2476. Amanda de Felice, staff, UWC Adriatic
2477. Shreya Samavedham, UWCSEA’14, Canada
2478. Sofia Lord, MUWCI’04, Sweden
2479. Jabari Brown, UWC USA ‘14, Trinidad/Jamaica
2480. Itani Mulli, UWCSEA’13, USA
2481. Yachting Wus Io, UWCSEA-East’13, Taiwan
2482. Jake Harwood, AC ‘86, USA / UK
2483. Yaser Hammadi, UWC-USA ‘11, Bahrain
2484. Ambar Ahmed, UWCSA Waterford Kamhlaba ‘15, Bangladesh
2485. Martine Therese Bjørneboe-Øhra, UWC Maastricht 2014, Norway
2486. Haley Willkom, UWCAD ‘17, Cayman Islands
2487. Ulrik Horn, UWCSA Waterford Kamhlaba ‘03, Norway
2488. Ellen Linnéa Henricson, United World College of the Adriatic ‘17, Finland
2489. Tara Pollak, UWC Adriatic’14, Austria
2490. Ramona Kuijntjes, UWCSA Dover ‘16, Japan/The Netherlands
2491. Maret Krannich, UWC RCN’ 99, Germany
2492. Georgina Herrera Moreno, Mahindra United World College of India ‘04. Mexico, current: Zambia
2493. Sophie Grooten, Red Cross United World College 00,
2494. Cathryn O’Sullivan, Red Cross Nordic United World College, 00, Jamaica/USA
2495. Reshavan Naicker, UWC Costa Rica ‘18, South Africa
2496. Swati Garg, UWC Mahindra College ‘13, India
2497. Vishrut Poddar, UWCSA Dover ‘14, India
2498. Lars Olav Flakkenberg, UWCSA ‘15, Norway
2499. Tefo Mosienyane, UWCSA ‘12, Botswana/South Africa
2500. Yana Miakshyla, UWC Dilijan´17, Armenia
2501. Lusine Keshishyan, UWC Dilijan’16, Armenia
2502. Bronwyn Clement, Pearson UWC of the Pacific ‘09, Canada
2503. Yuhan Wu, Atlantic College’18, People’s Republic of China
2504. Obaidullah Rahim, UWC Dilijan ‘17, Armenia
2505. Pearce Jones, UWCSEA Dover ‘14, Canada/USA. Current: McGill University, Canada.
2506. Sahra Gibson, UWC Adriatic ‘16, Scotland/ Sweden
2507. Matthieu BOURGEOIS, Li Po Chun UWC 97-99, Belgium
2508. Allistair McGuire, UWCSA East ‘18, Canada
2509. Mario Briceno, MUWCI ‘04, Venezuela
2510. Leila Firestone, UWC Costa Rica ‘16, USA/MEX
2511. Hara M. Bay, UWC Atlantic, 16’ USA
2512. Daniela Scheifinger Leitner, LPC UWC Hongkong, 2002, Austria
2513. Eiman Mikhchi, Mahindra UWC of India ’08, Iran/USA
2514. Nor Adibah binti Nordin, UWC Adriatic ‘17, Malaysia
2515. Fundile Maphanga, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘13, Swaziland
2516. Leander Krawinkel, UWC Maastricht’17, Switzerland/Germany
2517. Jessica Stewart, UWC Atlantic College ‘11, Canada
2518. Audun Brendbekken, UWC Atlantic College ‘13, Norway
2519. Mandy Leonard, UWC South East Asia ‘00, The Netherlands
2520. Philosophy E. Walker, UWC-USA ‘04, USA
2521. Sasha Nemeckova, Mahindra UWC of India ‘02, Czech Republic
2522. Mette Risom Olsen, Mahindra UWC of India ‘12, Norway
2523. Nadia Sheppard, UWC-USA ‘17, USA-NC
2524. Vierah Hulley, UWCAD ‘93, South Africa
2525. Sara Holburt, United World College of South East Asia ‘10, Singapore
2526. Hanne Larsson, UWCSEA ‘00, Sweden/UK
2527. Margot Navellou, MUWCI ‘08, France/UK
2528. Emily Cunniffe, UWCAC ‘13, Ireland/United Arab Emirates
2529. Rebecca Warren, United world college of the Atlantic 1997 UK
2530. Bendik Elstad, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘09, Norway
2531. Nicole Yaw, UWC Southeast Asia (Dover) ‘14, Singapore/Malaysia Current: Vassar College
2532. Ela Bandari, Pearson College UWC of the Pacific ‘15, Current: UBC, Iran/Canada
2533. Philippa Yasbek, UWCAD ‘99, South Africa
2534. Farzanah Ausaluth, UWC of the Atlantic ‘10, UK/Mauritius
2535. Caroline Sofie Lund, UWCSEA Dover, Denmark
2536. Mateo Gospic, UWC Mostar ‘14, current: Colorado College ‘18
2538. Valerie Bondura, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘08, USA, Current: Teaching Fellow and PhD candidate, Columbia University
2539. Janice Brown, Pearson College UWC of the Pacific, 1981, Canada
2540. Petra Škokić, UWC Adriatic ‘12, Croatia
2541. Anja Weiss, UWC Atlantic College ‘87, Germany
2542. Sofia Robleda, UWCSEA, ‘05, Mexico/Australia
2543. Shira Amit, LPCUWC, ‘14, Israel
2544. Katrine Høgh-Hansen Denmark
2545. Mirta Mikac, LPCUWC ‘12, Croatia
2546. Kate Kittredge, UWC Atlantic College ‘99, Canada
2547. Sabelo Bongani Ndlovu, UWC Adriatic College ‘09, South Africa, Current: Life Sciences Teacher (Phambili High School) & Legal Assistant (Nedbank)
2548. Frederik Lund, UWCSEA Dover, Denmark
2549. Hideo Kojima, UWCSEA-East ‘14, Japan
2550. Elise Manning, UWC-USA, United States
2551. Simkje Kruiderink, AC 82-84, NL
2552. Karina Wessel Bjerregaard, UWCRCN ‘16, Sweden/London UK
2553. Neal Tan, Mahindra UWC of India ‘11, Malaysia
2554. Rohan Malik, UWCSEA East ‘15, Current: King’s College London ‘18
2555. Lynn Biederer, UWC-USA ‘14, Germany
2556. Ida Cecilie Meldgaard Fisker, UWC’17 of the Adriatic, Denmark.
2557. Kathianna Tamara Oppenhuizen, UWC Maastricht 2010-2012, Belgium/the Netherlands
2558. George Butterworth, UWCSEA - East ‘17, UK/Australia
2559. Lucie Boase, UWCAC 2005-2007 Wales
2560. Eleanor Potter, MUWCI 2014-2016, Singapore/Canada/United States
2561. Jorick Rustveld, UWC Maastricht 2016-2018, Netherlands
2562. Mara Jovanovic UWCAD18 Montenegro
2563. Atanas Pavlov, UWC USA 2015-2017, Bulgaria
2564. Jessica Ong, UWCSEA -Dover, 2004-2012, ‘12, Malaysia
2565. Annelies van der Meij, UWCAD, 2011-2013, Netherlands
2566. Ognjan Denkovski, UWCiM, 2012-2014, Macedonia
2567. Chiara Vettorazzo, UWC Maastricht 2015-2017, Italy
2568. Lazaro Benavides Lozaon, UWC-USA ‘17, Mexico
2569. Mariana Sánchez Tapia, UWC Robert Bosch ´18, Mexico.
2570. Eva Marisha Cheria anak Unyat, Lester B. Pearson UWC of the Pacific, ‘16, Malaysia
2571. Shruti Vaidyanathan, UWCSEA ‘00
2572. Asmita Baurha, MUWCI 2014-2016
2573. Annegaaike Leopold UWC Atlantic - ‘82, The Netherlands
2574. Ricardo Tenente, UWC Mahindra College ‘12, Portugal
2575. Arunima Jamwal, MUWCI 2015-17, India
2576. Federico Cedolini, UWC Pearson College ‘18, Argentina
2577. Alexandre van Haute, UWCSEA 00, Nivelles Belgium
2580. Kasia Dybek, RCNUWC ‘09, Poland. Current: London, UK
2581. Paula Morán Riestra, UWCCR-Academic Director
2582. Farid Zuchrinata, UWC Robert Bosch ‘18, Indonesia
2584. Katherine Sanders, UWC Atlantic, 98, New Zealand
2585. Brishni Mandal, MUWCI 16, Current: Bucknell University ’20
2586. Lucas Thelonious Barinaga Kruiderink, UWC Maastricht 16
2587. Maria Carneiro, UWC Atlantic College ‘04, Portugal
2588. Éléonore Karen Monette, UWC in Mostar, ‘18, Belgium
2589. Louise Crivelenti, UWC Mahindra College,‘15, Brazil
2591. Samantha Francis, UWCSEA, '13, UK
2592. Phil Lai, LPCUWC, ’09, Canada
2593. Rachel Francis, UWCSEA, ‘15, UK
2594. Freya Chay, UWCMC, ‘13, USA
2595. Liv Inuk Oldenburg Lynge, UWC Red Cross Nordic, ‘14, Greenland
2596. Mia Jovicevic, UWCAD, ‘00, Serbia
2597. Paul Stainier, MUWCI, ’13, USA
2598. Rida Naz, UWC Adriatic,’17, Pakistan
2599. Nazia Nadir Shah, UWCAD, ’18, Pakistan
2600. Al Martin Krastev, UWC-USA ’08, Bulgaria
2601. Suzana Carp, UWC-USA ’06, Romania
2602. Vishwani Chauhan, United World College of Southeast Asia ‘16, current: UK
2603. Cathrine Plumridge UWC Waterford Kamhlaba 74, Wales
2604. Juliana Relon Pereira, UWC Adriatic, ’17, Brazil
2605. Jonathan Irons, UWC-USA, ’00, USA, Current: The Atlas Corporation
2606. Bruno Emilio Aravena Magüida, United World College Maastricht, ’17, Chile.
2607. Thea Schiet, UWC-USA, ’17, USA
2608. Anna Vernerová, UWC Atlantic College, ‘02, Czech Republic
2609. Rebecca Henderson, UWC-USA, ’17, The Bahamas
2610. Abigail Pentecost, UWC Pearson College, ‘18, United States
2611. Elisenda Rubiés, UWC Adriatic ‘18 United Kingdom
2612. Chiromo Mwale, UWCSA Waterford Kamhlaba, ’14, Zambia
2613. Josie Hamper, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘08, UK
2614. Serafín Piñol-Roma, UWC Atlantic College, ‘81, Spain
2615. Meg Pickard, Lester B Pearson United World College of the Pacific ‘92, England
2616. Roua Atamaz Sibai, United World College Maastricht ’17, Syria.
2617. Telma Azevedo, United World College of the Adriatic, ’04, Portugal, current: Final year resident in Infectious Diseases
2619. Pamela Martinez, Red Cross Nordic United World College, 18’, Venezuela.
2621. Abbey Dekok, UWC Maastricht, ’16, Australia/Canada/Netherlands, Currently at Queensland University of Technology
2622. Katja Flükiger, MUWCI, ‘10, Switzerland
2623. Valerie Gerber, UWC-USA ‘99 United States/Wisconsin
2624. Anna Alexiadi Smyrniotaki, UWCAD ’08, Greece
2625. Anna Andersson, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘17, Sweden
2626. Maja Horvath, UWC Red Cross Nordic ‘17, Sweden/Hungary
2627. Eugenio Ruggiero, UWC - USA 1984, Italy
2628. Marisa Ortiz, UWC-Maastricht ‘18, USA/Dominican Republic
2629. Nerina Cocchi, Waterford Kamhlaba UWC of Southern Africa ’05, Italy
2630. Rossella Enrica Frigerio, UWCSEA 2000, Italy/Malta
2632. Ariel Siilver, UWC-USA 2016-2018, NH USA
2633. Sao Mugou, UWC Atlantic, ‘12, Taiwan
2634. Jolie Lau, LPCUWC ‘14 Hong Kong
2635. Talitha Jane White, UWC Atlantic College ‘14, Scotland
2636. Ane Grindstad, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ‘11, Norway
2637. Laura Colpachi AHUWCAW,1990 - 1992
2638. Josefine Bruun Meyer, UWC USA ‘17, Denmark
Megan Morgan, UWC Adriatic ‘16, Jamaica
Diana Huynh, UWC Atlantic College ‘11, Norway
Paulina von Löwis, UWC Maastricht ‘14, Germany
Silke Gatermann, UWC Atlantic College ‘99, Sweden/Germany
Priyav Chandna, UWC-USA, ‘18, USA/India/Botswana
Ulrikke Erdal-Aase, MUWCI ´13, Norway
Valeria Racu, UWC Costa Rica ‘14, Spain/Moldova
Joanne Norris, Brussels, Belgium
Luis Jorge Ruiz Chico, LPCUWC ´16. Current: Colby College ´20
Safira Syamsuddin, UWCSEA ´15
Emilia Marmolejo López, UWC Adriatic ´16, Mexico
Sara Cheng, UWC Robert Bosch College, ´18, Hong Kong
Melanie Bush, UWC USA ´93, NC USA
Laura Hofmann, LPC
Jennifer Ferrie UWC sea ´71 AC 74 Singapore /British
Maria Persson, UWC Atlantic College ´18, Sweden/Ethiopia
Ankita D’Mello, UWC South East Asia ´09 London
Haruko Tateyama, LPCUWC ´16, Japan
Silvia Tosatto, Pearson College UWC of the Pacific ´17, Italy
Ingri Buer, Pearson College UWC ´09, Norway. Current: University of Manchester
Wong Teck Yih, UWCSEA ´95, Malaysia
Anandita khanna, UWCSEA 2002, london
Miza Mwanza, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA ´13 Zambia/Swaziland
Amisha Jawar, UWCSA 16’, Current: NYU, India
Aina de Lapparent Alvarez, ActionxChange short course 14’, Current: Sciences Po, France/Spain
Anaïs Tuepker, UWC-USA ´92, United States, Current: Oregon Health and Science University, United States
Olivier Cottray, UWCUSA ´94, France. Current: Geneva, Switzerland
Aanchal Khaneja, UWCSEA ´08, Singapore, Current: Los Angeles, CA, USA
Scott Dwyer, UWCAC ´12, UK, Current: PhD Student in Biology at University of Warwick ´20, UK.
Nouria Khan, UWC-USA ´15, Belgium, Current: University College Maastricht ´18 - Netherlands
Katie Elcombe (Wood) UWCSEA ´93, Canada, Current: Australia
Aoife Fleming, UWC Maastricht, ´16, the Netherlands
Mark Larrimore, UWCUSA ´84, United States
Paige Barcant, UWC-USA ´17, Trinidad & Tobago
Al Martin Krastev, UWC-USA ´08, Bulgaria
Victoria Carriquiriborde, ´16 UWC Mahindra India. Argentina, Current: Canada.
2676. Lavaanya Rekhi, UWC South East Asia ‘14, Current: University of Warwick, United Kingdom
2677. Leonor Stephens, UWC-USA ‘06, Argentina, Current: University of Chicago, IL
2678. David Kay UWC Waterford Kamhlaba Swaziland ‘91
2679. Georgia Naidu, UWC Mahindra (India) ‘16; Fiji
19. Samantha Riley, UWCSEA, ‘10 UK
20. Michele Martino, UWC Mostar, Italy
21. Carlo Lepori, UWC Mostar, Italy, ‘10 uk
2680. 20. Gabriel Berdet Laila Carneiro, Eastern Mediterranean International School - Current Franklin and Marshall College Lancaster PA USA